






For the Year Ending December 31
1928
Also Reports of City Officers






HON. FERNANDO W. HARTFORD, Mayor
Residence, 133 Miller Ave. Office, City Hall
CITY COUNCIL
Councilmen at Large
Fred W. Caswell Fred Oldfield
Boardman M. Randall John C. Shaw
Ward Councilmen
Perley D. Hersey Duncan H. Mcintosh
Peter J. Mooney Charles W. Humphreys
Arthur Black
CITY COUNCIL COMIMTTEES, 1928
Finance—Mayor Hartford, Councilmen Shaw, Caswell,
Randall, Mcintosh.
Public Buildings and Places—Councilmen Humphreys,
Oldfield, Black.
Fire Department—Councilmen Randall, Hersey, Oldfield.
Printing—Councilmen Hersey, Shaw, Mooney.
Street Lights—Councilmen Shaw, Mcintosh, Caswell.
Claims—Councilmen Caswell, Oldfield, Black.
Elections—Councilmen Oldfield, Caswell, Mooney.
Public Library—Councilmen Mcintosh, Hersey, Randall.
Bills on Second Reading—Councilmen Black, Caswell,
Mooney.
Accounts—Councilmen Caswell, Shaw, Humphreys.




HON. FERNANDO W. HARTFORD, Mayor
Residence, 133 Miller Ave. Office, City Hall
CITY COUNCIL
Councilmen at Large
Ira A. Brown Fred Oldfield
Boardman M. Randall Wallace D. Smith
Ward Councilmen
William E. Goodrich Thomas J. Boyan
Patrick J. Reardon George E. Cox
Arthur Black
CITY COUNCIL COMMITTEES, 1929
Finance—Mayor Hartford, Councilmen Randall, Smith,
Oldfield, Boyan, Black.
Public Buildings and Places—Councilmen Oldfield, Black,
Goodrich.
Fire Department—Councilmen Cox, Randall, Oldfield.
Street Lights—Councilmen Boyan, Brown, Smith.
Printing—Councilmen Brown, Goodrich, Reardon.
Claims—Councilmen Randall, Oldfield, Brown.
Elections—Councilmen Goodrich, Oldfield, Reardon.
Public Library—Councilmen Randall, Goodrich, Boyan
Bills on Second Reading—Councilmen Black, Smith,
Reardon.
Accounts—Councilmen Smith, Boyan, Cox.
Engrossing Bills—Councilmen Reardon, Brown, Black.
ELMER E. CLARK, City Clerk
JOHN G. KINGSBURY, City Messenger
ROBERT M. BRUCE, City Auditor
FRANK P. HUNT, City Treasurer
FRED T. HARTSON, Collector of Taxes
City Physician—Charles E. Johnston.
Inspector of Meat—Haven T. Paul
City Inspector and Bacteriologist—John D. Carty.
Public School Nurse—Katherine M. Mullin
Inspector of Plumbing—Ernest L. Bogart
Sealer of Weights and Measures—Walter S. Abbott
Inspector of Petroleum—George R. Palfrey
Superintendent of Burying Grounds—James P. Griffin.
Harbor Master—Shirley H. Holt
Port Wardens—Richard I. Walden, J. William Newell,
Everett W. Trefethen.
Lot Layer—John W. Durgin
Keeper of Powder Magazine—Harry A. Wood.
Building Inspector—Charles W. Humphreys
Fence Viewers—Harry W. Peyser, Ray B. Foye, Board-
man M. Randall
Inspectors of Flour—H. B. Yeaton, J. True Davis, A. E.
Freeman, Frank Hersey, Roland Noyes, Bessie M.
Varrell, Stephen H. Goodwin.
Weighers—Stewart Humphreys, Bernard Linchey, J. C.
Shaw, W. J. Linchey, M. W. Locke, H. L. Quinn, A.
E. Scott, C. M. Woodman, J. E. Kellenbeck, M. A.
Drake, E. A. Whittemore, John Hamilton, J. S.
Carll, W. A. Parks, Albert Bauer, C. W. Gray, F. F.
Grant, C. E. Hodgdon, F. H. Grace, E. J. McMul-
kin, W. N. Alvey, Roscoe Williams, G. H. Leonard,
J. Regan, N. H. Wells, S. D. Eastham, Wm. Lorri-
mer, E. M. Kingsbury, F. P. Clair, Edgar Grover,
J. D. Woodson, John F. McMurrer, Nathan C.
Collins.
Measurers of Wood—CM. Woodman, John Kellenbeck, F.
P. Clair, W. A. Bridle, J. C. Shaw, W. A. Parks,
Bernard Linchey, S. Humphreys, H. Catlin, C. W.
Gray, J. Regan, Amos Crawford.
Surveyors of Lumber—E. J. F. Littlefield, Harold A. Lit-
tlefield, Richard Weston, Ira Cottrell, R. M. Fow-
ler.
Board of Health
Dr. Charles E. Johnston, term expires January 1, 1930.
Philip H. White, term expires January 1, 1930.
Charles H. Batchelder, term expires January 1, 1931.
Commissioners of Portsmouth Airport
Chairman, ex-officio, Fernando W. Hartford, Hiram E.
Wever, Boardman M. Randall, Frank E. Brooks, Frank
W. Randall.
Board of Adjustment
Charles M. Dale, Chairman, Harold A.Littlefield, Clerk,
Edward Seybolt, Charles H. Walker, Frederick M. Sise.
Terms expire Dec. 31, 1930.
Board of Public Works
Chairman, ex-officio. Mayor Fernando W. Hartford.
Charles A. Allen, term expires Dec. 31, 1931.
Harry E. Philbrook, term expires Dec. 31, 1929
Harry T. Wendell, term expires Dec. 31, 1930.
Superintendent—George E. Osgood.
Clerk of Water Department—Philip H. Sanderson.
Fire Department
Chief Engineer—William F. Woods.
First Assistant Engineer—Herman G. Crompton
Second Assistant Engineer—John W. Downs
Superintendent of Fire Alarm Telegraph and City Inspec-
tor of Wires and Poles—Harry E. Trafton.
Overser of the Poor
Eben H. Blaisdell
Police Department
Commissioners—Harry B. Yeaton, Chairman, term ex-
pires Sept. 1, 1931; Howard 0. Nelson, Clerk, term
expires Sept. 1, 1930; Daniel W. Badger, term ex-
pires Sept. 1, 1929.
City Marshal—George H. Ducker.
Assistant Marshal—Leonard H. Hewitt
Captain—Frank Demars
Patrolmen—Dennis J. Kelly, Neil C. Bierce, Dougal D.
McLean, Francis J. Hurley, John J. Sullivan,
James A. McCaffery, John J. Murphy, Samuel P.
Sullivan, Joseph P. Kelly, James Doherty, Alfred
J. Weston, Roland Smart, Herbert Winn, Lawrence
T. Dow.
Board of Instruction
Mayor F. W. Hartford, ex-officio. Chairman.
Alfred Gooding, term expires 1931
Pearl S. Gray, term expires 1932
William Safford Jones, term expires 1931
John L. Mitchell, term expires 1931
Ira A. Newick, term expires 1930
Harry W. Peyser, term expires 1930
Edward Seybolt, term expires 1930
Lucius H. Thayer, term expires 1930
Henry B. Tilton, term expires 1932
John W. Toner, term expires 1932
Gladys A. Warren, term expires 1931
Mary L Wood, term expires 1932
Terms expire January 1st, of year given.
Secretary and Superintendent of Schools—Harry L.
Moore, office. City Hall; Alice M. Chase, Clerk.
Truant Officer—Richard D. McDonough.
Trustees Public Library
Chairman, ex-officio—Mayor F, W. Hartford.
Dr. Wallis D. Walker, William C. Walton, term expires
June, 1931.
Harry W. Peyser, Martha Kimball, term expires June
1929.
Fay C. Ganter, Emma J. W. Magraw, term expires June,
1930
William A. Hodgdon, E. Curtis Matthews, Jr., Alfred
Gooding
E. Curtis Matthews, Jr., Treasurer.
Hannah G. Fernald, Librarian.
Municipal Court
Justice of the Municipal Court—Ernest L. Guptill
Assistant Justice of the Municipal Court—Edward H.
Adams.
Clerk of Municipal Court—Wilbur B. Shaw.
City Solicitor—Ralph G. McCarthy
Probation Officer—Edgar J. True
Assessors of Taxes
John G. Yarwood, Chairman,term expires January 1, 1932
Willard Howe, Clerk, term expires January 1, 1931.
C. Manning Akerman, term expires January 1, 1930.
Board of Examiners for Plumbers
Ernest L. Bogart, term expires Jan. 1932.
Philip H. White, term expires Jan. 1930.
Charles E. Johnston, term expires Jan. 1931.
Sinking Fund Commission
Edward Seybolt, term expires July, 1931
John W. Emery, term expires July, 1929
Willis E. Underbill, term expires July, 1930.
Trustees of Trust Funds.
Edward Seybolt, term expires Jan. 1932.
George B. Lord, term expires Jan. 1930.
Willis E. Underbill, term expires Jan. 1931.
Board of Registrars of Voters
Chairman—George W. Shapleigh.
Clerk—Fred T. Hartson.
Ward One—Jas. McMullen, Chas. H. Colbeth.
Ward Two—F. T. Hartson, Chas. W. Taylor.
Ward Three—Timothy J. Buckley.
Ward Four—George W. Shapleigh.
Ward Five—Arthur Black.
Ward Officers
Ward One—Moderator, William T. Entwistle; Clerk,
Charles E. Lewis; Selectmen, William E. Goodrich,
Ernest Frederickson, Scott W. Lake.
Ward Two—Moderator, Alvin F. Redden; Clerk, Howard
0. Nelson; Selectmen, Donald F. Yeaton, Fred V.
Hett, John C. Shaw.
Ward Three—Moderator, Charles E. Brackett; Clerk,
Stewart S. Humphreys; Selectmen, Albion M.
Bickford, Roland H. Ripley, Harold S. Wood.
Ward Four—Moderator, Edward H. Adams; Clerk, John
W. Newell; Selectmen, George E. Cox, Stephen H.
Goodwin, Percy E. Burgess.
Ward Five—Moderator, John G. Kingsbury; Clerk, Elmer
E. Clark; Selectmen, Charles E. Johnson, William
T. Rose, Austin S. Trefethen.
9
Mayors of the City of Portsmouth
(The original charter of the city was adopted by the inhabitants
August 21, 1849)
Hon. Abner Greenleaf 1850
Hon. John Laighton 1851
Hon. Christopher S. Toppan 1852
Hon. Horton D. Walker 1853-54-55-72
Hon. Richard Jenness 1856
Hon. Robert Morrison 1857-58-59
Hon. John R. Reding 1860
Hon. William Simes 1861
Hon. Jonathan Dearborn 1862-63-67
Hon. John H. Bailey 1864-65-66
Hon. Frank Jones 1868-69
Hon. Joseph B. Adams 1870-71
Hon. Thomas E. O. Marvin 1873
Hon. Frank W. Miller 1874
Hon. Moses H. Goodrich 1874-75
Hon. John H. Broughton 1876-77
Hon. William H. Sise 1878-79-80-81
Hon. John S. Treat 1882-83
Hon. Calvin Page 1884-99
Hon. Marcellus Eldredge 1885-86
Hon. George E. Hodgdon 1887-88
Hon. Edmund S. Fay 1889-90
Hon. John J. Laskey 1891-92
Hon. Charles P. Berry 1893-94
Hon. William O. Junkins 1895-96
Hon. John W. Emery 1897
Hon. John S. Tilton 1898
Hon. Edward E. Mclntire 1900-01
Hon. John Pender 1902
Hon. George D. Marcy 1903-04
Hon. William E. Marvin 1905-06
Hon. Wallace Hackett 1907-08
Hon. Edward H. Adams 1909-10
Hon. Daniel W. Badger 1911-12-13
Hon. Harry B. Yeaton 1914-15
Hon. Samuel T. Ladd 1916-17-18-23
Hon. Albert Hislop 1919-20
Hon. Fernando W. Hartford 1921-22-28-29
Hon. Orel A. Dexter 1924-25






City of Portsmouth, N. H.
Population 1923 was 13,650
Total Acres, 9,702 or 15.15 Square Miles





HON. FERNANDO W. HARTFORD, Mayor
Residence 133 Miller Ave. Office, City Hall.
CITY COUNCIL
Councilmen at Large
Fred W. Caswell Fred Oldfield
Boardman M. Randall John C. Shaw
Ward Councilmen
Perley D. Hersey Duncan H. Mcintosh
Peter J. Mooney Charles W. Humphreys
Arthur Black
City Council Committees, 1928
Finance—Mayor Hartford, Councilmen Shaw, Caswell,
Randall, Mcintosh.
Public Buildings and Places—Councilmen Humphreys,
Oldfield, Black.
Fire Department—Councilmen Randall, Hersey, Oldfield.
Printing—Councilmen Hersey, Shaw, Mooney
Street Lights—Councilmen Shaw, Mcintosh, Caswell
Claims—Councilmen Caswell, Oldfield, Black
Elections—Councilmen Oldfield, Caswell, Mooney
Public Library—Councilmen Mcintosh, Hersey, Randall
Bills on Second Reading—Councilmen Black, Caswell,
Mooney
Engrossing Bills—Councilmen Mooney, Mcintosh, Black
Accounts—Councilmen Caswell, Shaw, Humphreys
CITY GOVERNMENT
1929
HON. FERNANDO W. HARTFORD, Mayor
Residence 133 Miller Ave. OiTice, City Hall.
CITY COUNCIL
Councilmen at Large
Ira A. Brown Fred Oldfield
Boardman M. Randall Wallis Smith
Ward Councilmen
William E. Goodrich Thomas Boyan
Patrick J. Reardon George E. Cox
Arthur Black
City Council Committees, 1929
Finance—Mayor Hartford, Councilmen Randall, Smith,
Oldfield, Boyan
Public Buildings & Places—Councilmen Oldfield, Black,
Goodrich
Fire Department—Councilmen Cox, Randall, Oldfield
Street Lights—Councilmen Boyan, Brown, Smith
Printing—Councilmen Brown, Goodrich, Reardon
Claims—Councilmen Randall, Oldfield, Brown
Elections—Councilmen Goodrich, Oldfield, Reardon
Public Library—Councilmen Randall, Goodrich, Boyan
Bills on Second Reading—Councilmen Black, Smith,
Reardon
Engrossing Bills—Councilmen Reardon, Brown, Black
Accounts—Councilmen Smith, Boyan, Cox
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 31, 1929.




Submitted herewith is the annual report of the financial
transactions and statements of condition for the year




Contents of Report and
Sequence of Presentation
General Balance Sheet—December 31, 1927
General Balance Sheet—December 31, 1928
Summary of Cash Transactions of Municipal Division
for year 1928
EXHIBIT I—Receipts of City Treasurer for year end-
ing December 31, 1928
EXHIBIT II—Disbursements of City Treasurer for
year ending December 31, 1928.
EXHIBIT III—Statement of Departmental Balances
and Expenditures for year 1928
Balances at beginning of year






Balances at end of Year
EXHIBIT IV—Analysis of Revenue Surplus for year
1928.
EXHIBIT V—Comparative Statement of Cash Receipts
and Disbursements for year 1922-1928
EXHIBIT VI—Report of Water Division
Statement of Water Funds for year 1928
Statement of Departmental Balances and Expendi-
tures for year 1928
Analysis of Water Revenue Fund
Current Balance Sheet
Consolidated Statement of Condition
Comparative Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
for years 1921-1928.
EXHIBIT VII—Statement of Tax Levy Accounts
EXHIBIT VIII—Statement of Other Assets
EXHIBIT IX—Assessors Inventory for 1928
Inventory Valuations
Exemptions
Taxes Committed to Collector
Comparative Valuation Statement, and Comparative
Tax Rate Statement.
EXHIBIT X—Inventory of City Property.
EXHIBIT XI—Debt Statement December 31, 1928.
Comparative Debt Statement
Report of Sinking Fund Commissioners
Report of Trust Fund Trustees.




Chapter 212, Session Laws 1905
Abstract from an Act to Amend the Charter of the City of Portsmouth,
Sections 25 to 29 Inclusive
Sect. 25. The city auditor shall keep a record of the general financial
condition of the city, of the amounts appropriated for each branch,
board or department thereof, and of the receipts and expenditures of
each branch, board or department. He shall twice in each year, and
oftener, if necessary, audit the accounts of all city officials, commis-
sions and boards who receive, handle or expend any moneys of the
city, and shall report thereon to the city council twice in each year,
and oftener if required. The city auditor shall give his entire time to
the duties of the office.
Sect. 26. No bill against the city shall be ordered paid by the city
council, or paid by the city treasurer until the auditor shall have ap-
proved the same and certified to said city council whether or not said
bill was lawfully contracted; whether or not it is for goods or materials,
the prices charged are reasonable, also whether or not the goods were
actually received by the city, and whether such bill is in favor of a per-
son or party legally entitled to receive the same under the provisions
of the act. He shall perform such other duties as are now or may
hereafter be required by ordinance or by the city council.
Sect. 27. If the auditor shall knowingly make any false certification
in any case provided for in Section 33, or shall approve any bill when
the appropriation from which the same should be paid is exhausted, he
shall be fined not exceeding two hundred dollars or imprisoned not ex-
ceeding six months, or both.
Sect. 28. If the treasurer shall pay any money from the city treas-
ury, except an order of the city council after approval by the auditor,
which order of the city council shall be certified to by the mayor, he
shall be fined not exceeding two hundred dollars or imprisoned not ex-
ceeding six months or both, and he shall be personally bound to refund
to the city any sum so paid.
Sect. 29. If any officer, board or commission or member thereof, of
said city, excepting the board of police commissioners, having authority
to make contracts or expend money in behalf of the city shall, by mak-
ing any contract, purchasing any goods or employing any labor, or
otherwise, undertake to make the city liable for any amount in excess
of the funds available therefor from income or appropriation, said offi-
cer, board or commission, or member thereof, shall be removed from
office by the city council after due hearing.
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Balance at beginning of year (as per balance sheet
Dec. 31, 1927) 69,303.78









































1928 DEDUCTIONS FROM SURPLUS
APPROPRIATION BILL 590,063.47
APPROPRIATED FOR
High School Equipment 3,000.00
Road Scraper 2,000.00
Parks & Playgrounds 700.00
Highway (Asphalt Work) 900.00
Highway (State Road) 1,000.00
Aviation Field 5,000.00












High School Addition 530.86
Bridge (City and State) 2,788.19
Reserve for Accounts Payable 500.00
School Income Expense 277.08
AutD Income Expense 889.72
Library 85.08 643,034.79
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Analysis of Revenue Surplus



















Mains and Services 19,800.00
Construction & Repairs 8,000.00
Interest 7,782.50
Bonds 6,000.00
Sinkmg Funds 6,000.00 84,282.50
Surplus December 31, 1928 $16,929.77











Reserve for unexp. Appropriation 2,419.33










Current Liabilities (see above) 4,039.33
Capital Liabilities
Refunding Water 4s, 1912 156,000.00
Water 4s 1925 24,000.00
Water Notes 4s 1927 8,000.00
?
TOTAL 188,000.00
Less Sinking Fund (par Value) 155,952.23 32,047.77
?






Capital Surplus 367,952.23 384,882.00
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STATEMENT OF TAX LEVY ACCOUNTS OF
COLLECTOR WALTER H. PAGE
1926 Property Levy
Balance Due Dec. 31, 1927 289.96
Reductions in 1928
Cash 289.09
Abatement .87 289.96 0.00
Balance due Dec. 31, 1928 0.00
1927 Property Levy






Balance due Dec. 31, 1928 1.91







Balance Due Dec. 31, 1928 38,921.88
1927 Poll Levy






Balance due Dec. 31, 1928 0.00
1928 Poll Levy 13,552.00
Less Cash Reduction 1928 12,884.00
Balance due Dec. 31, 1928 668.00
TOTAL TAX LEVIES DUE (as per Balance Sheet) $39,591.79
23
Tax Sale Account
Balance unredeemed Dec. 31, 1927 6,159.53
1928 Tax Sale Purchase 3,740.93
Total 9,900.46
1928 Redemptions 2,222.74
BALANCE UNREDEEMED DECEMBER 31, 1928 $7,677.72
EXHIBIT VIII
STATEMENT OF OTHER ASSETS
Sewer Assessment 75.80
Moth Assessment 17.72
State of New Hampshire 2,387.89
Sundry 625.18
TOTAL OTHER ASSETS $3,106.57
^ EXHIBIT IX
ASSESSORS' INVENTORY 1928
As reported to State Tax Commission
DESCRIPTION VALUATION
Lands & Buildings $16,958,942.00








Gas & Pumps 16,650.00
Factory & Machinery 289,425.00
Miscellaneous 181.00
TOTAL (not including Soldiers Exemptions) 18,798,246.00
Less Exemptions, Veterans & Insane 316,915.00
Taxable Property and Personal $18,481,331.00
Poll Taxes 13,552.00
TOTAL VALUATION $18,494,883.00
AMOUNT OF TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR
Property Tax (18,481,331 @ $28.00 per 1000) 517,447.28
Bank Stock Tax 3,281.00
Total in Assessors Property Book 520,758.28
Total in Assessors Poll Tax Levy 13,552.00
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The Valuation and Tax Rates have been as follows
ASSESSED VALUATION














































City Hall and Furniture
FIRE STATIONS
Co. No. 1, Bartlett St




















Gravel Lot, Greenland Rd.
Gravel Lot, Lafayette Rd. .
Gravel Lot, Lafayette Rd. .
Gravel Lot, Sherburne Rd.
Gravel Lot, Sagamore Rd. .













Goodwin, (donated to City)
Haven, (donated to City)













Old Custom House, Parrott Ave.
City Farm
Pest Island























Hospital for Contagious Diseases 2,000.00 2,000.00
Wardroom No. 1, Maplewood Ave 1,000.00 1,000.00
Wardroom No. 4, Marcy St 4,000.00 4,000.00
Plains
South Mill Pond and Land Adjoining
Water Privilege, foot Deer Street
Water Privilege, foot Daniels St 200.00 200.00
Water Privilege, Land & Bldgs, Ceres St. 2,000.00 2,000.00
Water Privilege, Land foot Gates St. .
.
100.00 100.00
Lot, Madison St 1,000.00 1,000.00
Land, Peverly Hill Road 1,000.00 1,000.00
Pierce Island 11,000.00 11,000.00
Land. Pierce Island Approach 1,650.00 1,650.00
Land, Sagamore Avenue 500.00 500.00
Land. Water St 1,100.00 1,100.00
55,750.00 55,750.00
School Buildings and Equipment 7,496.00 7,496.00
High School, Islington St 100,000.00 100,000.00
Whipple School, State St 28,000.00 28,000.00
Farragut School 22,000.00 22,000.00
Haven School, So. School St 30,000.00 30,000.00
Lafayette School, Lafayette Rd 50,000.00 50,000.00
Cabot Street School, Cabot St 6,000.00 6,000.00
Franklin School, Dennett St 75,000.00 75,000.00
Woodbury School, Woodbury Ave 400.00 400.00
Plains School, Plains 400.00 400.00
Lafayette Rd. School, Lafayette Rd. . . . 400.00 400.00
Land, Atlantic Heights School 2,000.00 2,000.00
Atlantic Heights School House 30,000.00 30,000.00
344,200.00 7,496.00 351,696.00
TOTAL MUNICIPAL (as per schedule) ..507,925.00 78,396.00 586,321.00
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Report af Board of Sinking Fund Commissioners
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE
January 8, 1929
To the City Council of the City of Portsmouth, N. H.
:
We submit herewith our report for the year 1928 and





E.—Payment Required bylaw to be made to the Sink-
ing Fund for the year 1929.
Respectfully submitted,




I hereby certify that I have this day examined the
accounts of the Board of Sinking Fund Commissioners,
for the year ending December 31st, 1928, and find the
same to be correct.
ROBERT M. BRUCE
Jan. 22, 1929. City Auditor
In accordance with Chapter 12, Section 5, of the Re-
vised Ordinances of 1923, relating to the Sinkink Fund
and Commissioners thereof, the undersigned, acting to-
gether, have this day examined the securities and other
assets in the Sinking Fund and have compared the same
with the statement here submitted and find the same to
be correct.
F. W. HARTFORD,





Year 1928 Cash Par value Par value Total
of Bonds other invest's
On hand beginning of year $ 627.74 $79,500 $64,100 $144,227.74
On hand end of year .... 23,352.23 68,500 64,100 155,952.23
Increase (*Decrease) 22,724.49 *11.000 11,724.49
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B—RECEIPTS & PAYMENTS :
RECEIPTS
Interest and Income Earned.
Dividends.
Portsmouth Savings Bank 6.47









N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R 1,710.00
3,582.50
Dividends
N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R 1,923.00 1,923.00
Appropriation by the City
Water Department 6,000.00
Par Value of Investments Paid
New Haven, Conn. 4's 1928 5,000.00
Revere, Mass. 31/28 1928 1,000.00
Portsmouth, N. H. 4s 1928 7,000.00
13,000.00
24,807.92
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1928 627.74
Water Account 25,435.66
Par Value of Investments purchased
Portsmouth, N. H. 5s 1929 1,500.00




Rent of Safe Deposit Box 20.00
25.00
Accrued Interest Paid
Portsmouth, N. H. 5s 1929-1930 30.83
Premium Paid on Bonds Purchased
Portsmouth, N. H. 5s 1929-1930 27.60
2,083.43




Loans Int. Par value
Name & Purpose Due Issued Due Outstanding Sinking
Fund
Water Ref. 4s J&J Jan. 1, 1912 Jan. 1, 1932 156,000.00 155,952.23
156,000.00 155,952.23
D—LEDGER BALANCE
SINKING FUND BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1928
Showing Condition of Sinking Fund for Redemption of Water Bonds.
1—Water Refunding 4s, 1912-1932.
ASSETS
Portsmouth, N. H. 4s 1929 12,000.00
Portsmouth, N. H. 5s 1929 1,500.00
Portsmouth, N. H. 4s 6,000.00
Portsmouth, N. H. 5s 1930 500.00
Portsmouth, N. H. 4s 1932 13,000.00
33,000.00
New Hampshire 3y2S 1929 1,000.00
Clinton, Mass. 31/28 1930 1,000.00
Norwich, Conn. 4s 1931 5,000.00
N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R. 6s 1948 28,500.00
641 Shares N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R 64,100.00
99,600.00
Par Value of Investments 132,600.00
Cash on Hand , 23,352.23
Total Assets 155,952.23
LIABILITIES





Balance end of year 155,952.23
Total Liabilities 155,952.23
E—PAYMENTS REQUIRED
By Law to be Made to the Sinking Fund for the Year 1929
WATER ISSUES
5% of Issue, January 1, 191211932 $8,000.00
$8,000.00
Less Income Estimated 2,000.00
Payment Required $6,000.00
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Portsmouth, N. H., January 8th, 1929.
To the City Council of the City of Portsmouth, N. H.
:
We hereby submit our report for the year 1928.
Trust Funds, Exhibit I.








I hereby certify that I have this day examined the
accounts of the Trustees of Trust Funds for the year
ending December 31, 1928, and find the accounts to be
correct.
ROBERT M. BRUCE
Jan. 22, 1929 Auditor
The undersigned acting together have this day examin-
ed the securities and other assets in the Trust Funds and
have compared the same with the statement here sub-




Jan. 22, 1929 Auditor
34
TRUST FUNDS—EXHIBIT I
Date of Amount of
No. Creation Name and Purpose of Creation Principal
1 1834 MARY CLARK FUND $100.00
Annual interest to be expended in rewards for
the most deserving child in the public schools
2 1834 HORACE A. HAVEN FUND. (Originally $800.) 1,200.00
Interest to be used in furnishing to the High
School Committee medals for award at the
annual exhibition each year, in accordance with
accepted plan, increasing principal to $1,200.
from accumulated income.
3 1853 CHRISTOPHER S. TOPPAN FUND 300.00
Interest to be annually paid to the Overseers of
the Poor, for the purpose of providing on Thanks-
giving Day each year, for the inmates of the
City Almshouse, a Thanksgiving dinner.
4 1868 FRANK JONES FUND 500.00
Interest to be paid annually to the High School
Committee to be by them expended in making
additions to the Library of the High School, at
their discretion.
5 1879-80 DANIEL AUSTIN FUND 500.00
Income to be applied to furnish to the colored
Population of Portsmouth the means for col-
lectively celebrating the successive anniver-
saries of Emancipation Day.
6 1885 MARTHA A. DEMERRITT FUND 500.00
Annual interest to be expended yearly for the
purchase of books for the Boy's High School
Library forever.
7 1889 HAVEN PARK FUND 6,059.91
Income only to be used for keeping in order
and improving Haven Park.
8 1908-09 LEWIS A. DRAKE FUND 500.00
Interest only to be expended yearly for adding
to the High School Library, books on English
Church History and literature, and for instru-
ments.
9 1908 SOUTH PLAYGROUND DAMAGES 15.00
Damages awarded for land condemned for
playground and tender refused.
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10 1917 ANNIE FIELDS FUND 5,000.00
Income to be used for scholarships for the pur-
prase of advancing the higher education of really
promising pupils who could not otherwise afford
to continue their studies.
11 1923 PICKERING FUND 5,000.00
Income only to be used for the benefit and support
of the worthy poor persons resident in Ports-
mouth giving preference so far as it can be done
judiciously to those who have seen better days.
12 1925 T. A. HARRIS FUND 10,000.00
Income to be used for the Industrial Training
Department of the High School of this City.
13 1927 LOUISE F. HOVEY FUND 500.00
"One half the income thereof to be used for the
regular yearly care and maintenance of the
Memorial Fountain erected by me, and given to
and accepted by the City of Portsmouth, in mem-
ory of my son, Emerson Hovey. The other half of
said income to be accumulated, and used from time
to time as necessary, for irregular or unusual
expenses in maintaining and repairing said
Fountain."




Date of Amount of
No. Creation Name and Purpose of Creation Principal
A 1883 HARRIET L. PENHALLOW FUND 1,000.00
For purchase of books.
B 1883 ELLEN T. PICKETT FUND 76.00
Purpose not stated
C 1886 ELIZA BROOKS FUND 528.00
For such purpose of the library as the Trustees
shall approve.
D 1889 MARY A. S. GOODWIN FUND 150.00
For the purposes and objects of the institution
E 1891 LOUISE SIMES FUND 100.00
F 1898 HAVEN FUND 6,000.00
Purchase of books of Biography, History, Science,
Theology and Standard Classical Literature;
should any portion of the annual income not be
expended, such portion is to be added to the
Permanent Fund.
G 1899 MARY D. PARKER FUND 500.00
To be applied in such way as will be most benefi-
cial to the institution.
H 1899 MERCY E. LADD FUND 1,821.00
For purchase of books
L 1899 ELDRIDGE LEGACY 5,000.00
For the uses and purposes for which the Library
was organized
J 1904 FRANK JONES BEQUEST 5,000.00
For the uses and purposes for which the Library
was organized
K 1923 JOHN J. PICKERING BEQUEST 2,000.00
Income only to be expended for biographical,
historical and scientific books.
M 1927 ALFRED GOODING FUND 500.00
Income to be applied to the purchase of books
of drama and poetry.
N 1927 THOMAS P. SALTER FUND 5,000.00
The income only shall be expended in the pur-
chase of books of Biography, History, Travels,
Science, Reference Works, or other useful and
instructive Books, but no part of said income shall
be expended in the purchase of works of fiction.
TOTAL (Exhibit II) $ 27,675.00
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INCOME—EXHIBIT III.
No. Name of Fund Balance Received Expended Bal. of
beginning during during income end
of year year year of year
1 Mary Clark Fund
2 Horace A. Haven Fund
3 Christopher S. Toppan Fund
4 Frank Jones Fund
5 Daniel Austin Fund
6 Martha A. Demerrit Fund
7 Haven Park Fund
8 Le\n'is A. Drake Fund
9 South Playgrounds Damages
10 Annie Fields Bequest
11 Pickering Fund
12 T. A. Harris Fund





No. Name of Fund Investments Principal Income Value
1 MARY CLARK
Deposit, Portsmouth Savings Bank 100.00 420.87 520.87
100.00 520.87
2 HORACE A. HAVEN
1000 N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R. 6s 1948 1,000.00
100 N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R. (1 share) . . . 100.00 1,100.00
Deposit, Portsmouth Savings Bank 100.00 39.30 139.30
1,200.00 1,239.30
3 CHRISTOPHER C. TOPPAN
Deposit, Portsmouth Savings Bank 300.00 309.51 609.51
500 Concord, N. H. 4% 1941 500.00 500.00
4 PRANK JONES
Deposit, Portsmouth Savings Bank 20.24 20.24
500.00 520.24
500 Concord, N. H. 4^4 1941 500.00 500.00
5 DANIEL AUSTIN
Deposit Portsmouth Savings Bank 23.00 23.00
500.00 523.00
500 Concord, N. H. 4% 1941 500.00 500.00
6 MARTHA A. DEMERRITT
Deposit Portsmouth Savings Bank 19.49 19.49
500.00 519.49
1000 Concord, N. H. 4% 1941 1,000.00
3000 U. S. 414 1947 2,547.60
2000 U. S. 4% 1938 1,988.75 5,536.35
7 HAVEN PARK
Oeposit Portsmouth Savings Bank 523.56 297.26 820.82
6,059.91 6,357.17
8 LEWIS A. DRAKE
500 Concord, N. H. 4% 1941 500.00 500.00




Deposit Portsmouth Savings Bank 15.00 14.03 29.03
3000 Concord, N. H. 41/4 1946 3,000.00
2000 Concord, N. H. 4% 1948 2,000.00
5,000.00 5,000.00
10 ANNIE FIELDS
Deposit Portsmouth Savings Bank 475.66 475.66
5,000.00 5,475.66
5000 U. S. 41/4 1938 4,886.77 4,886.77
11 PICKERING FUND
Deposit Portsmouth Savings Bank 113.23 238.42 351.65
5,000.00 5,238.42
12 T. A. HARRIS
4000 Portsmouth 41/4 1-1-29 4,000.00
5000 Portsmouth 41/4 1-1-30 5,000.00 9,000.00
Deposit Portsmouth Savings Bank 1,000.00 377.63 1,377.63
10,000.00 10,377.63
13 LOUISE F. HOVEY
Deposit P. T. & G. Co 500.00 21.91 521.91
TOTAL (as per Exhibit 1) 30,174.91
A-N PUBLIC LIBRARY
5000 Manchester, N. H. 4s 1936 5,000.00
3000 Concord, N. H. 414 '41-42 3,000.00
1000 U. S. 4% 1947 849.20
12000 U. S. 41/4 1938 11,897.50
3000 Portsmouth 4s '30 3,000.00 23,746.70
Deposit Ports. Piscat. & Trust Co. Banks 3,928.30 50.09 3,978.39
TOTAL (as per Exhibit II) 27,675.00 27,725.09
TOTAL Trust Funds Ex. 1 and 2 57,849.91
TOTAL unexpende Trust Fund Income (Ex. Ill) 2,331.66
TOTAL Book Value of Trust Funds (Exhibit IV) 60,181.57
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City of Portsmouth, N. H.
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred Twenty-Eight.
A RESOLUTION RAISING MONEY APPROPRIATION
FOR THE YEAR 1928.
RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Ports-
mouth, assembled as follows:
That there shall be raised, and there is hereby order-
ed to be raised, on the polls and ratable estates within
said City, Five Hundred and Eight Thousand, Eight
Hundred and Seventy-Four and 71-100 Dollars
($508,874.71), to defray the necessary expense of the city
for the ensuing year, which together with the sums which
may be received from fines, interest, taxes on Savings




Salaries of Board 3,200.00
Clerical Assistance 600.00
Equipment & Supplies 400.00 4,200.00











Printing & Stationery 1,500.00
Premiums, Surety Bonds 200.00
Mayor's Incidentals 100.00
Miscellaneous 800.00




Due 1927 Due 1927
Refunding 4s 1909 5,000.00 100.00
Street Paving 4s 1911 2,000.00 880.00
Refunding Sewer 4s 1914 2,000.00 520.00
Refunding School 4s 1914 3,000.00 840.00
Street Paving 4;. 1917 6,000.00 1,040.00
School House 41/28 1919 7,500.00 1,012.50
Fire Station 5s 1920 3,000.00 1,525.00
Street Paving 5s 1920 3,000.00 1,600.00
Bridge Approach 5s 1921 8,500.00 5,375.00
Paving and Improving 41/08 1923 7,000.00 3,622.50
Pub. Imp. & Equip. 414s 1924 3,000.00 1,742.50
Atlantic Hts. Sch. House 414s 1924 2,000.00 1,020.00
Street and Sewer 414s 1925 3,000.00 956.25
Pub. Imp. & Equip. 414s 1926 4,000.00 3,017.50
Bridge Notes 48 1927 3,000.00 360.00
62,000.00 23,611.25
Total Bonds and Notes due in 1928 62,000.00
Total Interest on Debt 1928 23,611.25
Anticipated Discount 3,400.00 89,011.25
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Salary of Chief Engineer & Assistants 2,225.00
Salary of Permanent Men 12,650.00












SaUu y, Superintendent 600.00
Blowing Steam Whistle 100.00




Fire Alarm Boxes (2 (n) $150.00) 300.00 1,611.00
4^
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Salary of Board 700.00
Salary of Inspector of Plumbing 200.00
Salary of Sanitary Inspector 1,200.00
Salary of Public Health Nurse 1,200.00
Salary of Meat Inspector 400.00
Supplies, Materials and Incidentals 400.00 4,100.00
MUNICIPAL COURT
Salary of Justice 1,800.00
Salary of Clerk 600.00
Salary of Assistant Justice 100.00 2,500.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Salary of Commissioners 350.00
Salary of Marshall 2,400.00
Salary of Assistant Marshall 2,200.00
Salary of Night Watch 2,100.00
Payroll, Police Officers 28,105.00
Teleohone 325.00
Premium, Surety Bonds 36.00
Sundries 450.00
Auto & Motorcycle Maintenance 700.00
Motor Officer (June, July, Aug. and Sept.) 821.00 37,487.00
POOR DEPARTMENT
Salary of Overseer 700.00
Support of Poor 6,000.00 6,700.00
PUBLIC BUILDINGS & PLACES





General Repairs & Alterations 1,500.00
Repairs Ward Rooms 500.00
Grading School Grounds 1,000.00 7,490.00
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Salaries, Maintenance and Expense 6,000.00
Purchase of New Books 500.00 6,500.00
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT—HIGHWAY DIVISION
MANAGEMENT
Salaries 2,500.00




Payrolls for Street, Ashes, Snow, Sanding
Sidewalks, Repairing Paving and Garbage 32,000.00
Tree Work, trimming, etc 1,500.00





Street Improvements 5,000.00 46,400.00
EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
Materials & Supplies 1,000.00
Tools & Equipment 1,000.00
Repairing Equipment 1,000.00
Traffic Lines and Beacons 500.00





Labor & Materials 5,000.00
STABLE MAINTENANCE
Hay, Grain & Straw 2,500.00
Supplies 200.00
Shoeing & Repairing 500.00
Fuel, Light & Power 200.00
Harness and Collars 150.00
Building Repairs 100.00 3,650.00
AUTO MAINTENANCE





Asphalt Plant Maintenance 200.00 1,750.00
Total Highway Division 77,375.00
PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS
Payrolls 2,000.00
Equipment & Supplies 400.00
Light & Water 200.00
Supervision 650.00
» Grading 200.00







General Office Expense 660.71 5,210.71
INSTRUCTION
Salaries of Teachers 134,068.72
Text Books 4,208.31
Pupil Supplies 4,117.58
Other Expense of Instruction 1,940.32 144,334.93
OPERATION









High School Lunch Equipment 500.00 1,938.12
PIXED CHARGES

































Interest on Deposits 4,000.00









Building & Loan Association 300.00
Automobile 21,000.00 74,100.00
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXATION $508,874.71
Passed by City Council, March 2, 1928.
Approved
:
F. W. HARTFORD, Mayor
ELMER E. CLARK, City Clerk.
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City of Portsmouth, N. H.
IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED
TWENTY EIGHT
A RESOLUTION MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO
MAINTAIN THE WATER WORKS FOR THE
YEAR 1928.
RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Ports-
mouth, New Hampshire, assembled as follows:
SECTION 1. To maintain the water works for the year
1928 the sum of Eighty-Four Thousand Two Hundred and
Eighty-Two and 50-100 Dollars ($84,282.50) is hereby
appropriated.
Said sum shall be taken from the water rates and other
sources of income of said Water Works and used exclu-
sively for the purpose stated herein, and no transfer
therefrom shall be made except by resolution of City
Council, and no expenditures shall be made in excess of
funds available, under penalty provided in Chapter 212,



















Materials and Supplies 1,000.00




156,000.00 Water Rfg. 4s, 1912 6,240.00
26,000.00 Water Rfg. 4%s, 1925 1,062.50
12,000.00 Water Notes 4s, 1927 480.00 7,782.50
BONDS:
26,000.00 Water 4%s 2,000.00
12,000.00 Water Notes 4s 4,000.00 6,000.00
Sinking Fund Requirement 6,000.00 19,782.50
TOTAL $84,282.50
Passed by City Council, March 2, 1928.
Approved
:
F. W. HARTFORD, Mayor
ELMER E. CLARK, City Clerk.
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City of Portsmouth, N. H.
IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED
TWENTY-EIGHT
A RESOLUTION MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO
MAINTAIN THE WATER WORKS FOR THE
YEAR 1928.
RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Ports-
mouth, New Hampshire, assembled as follows:
SECTION 1. To maintain the water works for the year
1928 the sum of Eighty-Four Thousand Two Hundred and
Eighty-Two and 50-100 Dollars ($84,282.50) js hereby ap-
propriated.
Said sum shall be taken from the water rates and other
sources of income of said Water Works and used exclu-
sively for the purpose stated herein, and no transfer
therefrom shall be made except by resolution of City
Council, and no expenditures shall be made in excess of
funds available, under penalty provided in Chapter 212,







Materials and Supplies 3,000.00
Fuel and Power 14,000.00
Incidentals 1,000.00
31,500.00
Mains and Service Payrolls 12,500.00
Materials and Supplies 4,000.00
Auto Expense 600.00







Materials and Supplies 1,000.00




156,000.00 Water Rfg. 4s, 1912 6,240.00
26,000.00 Water Rfg. 4143, 1925 1,062.50




26,000.00 Water iViS 2,000.00
12,000.00 Water Notes 4s 4,000.00
6,000.00
Sinking Fund Requirement 6,000.00
19,782.50
TOTAL $84,282.50
Passed by City Council, March 2, 1928.
Approved
:
F. W. HARTFORD, Mayor. '
ELMER E. CLARK, City Clerk.
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MUNICIPAL 1929 APPROPRIATION
CITY OF PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred Twenty-Nine.
A RESOLUTION RAISING MONEY APPROPRIATION
FOR THE YEAR 1929.
RESOLVED, that the City Council of the City of Ports-
mouth, assembled as follows
:
That there shall be raised, and there is hereby ordered
to be raised on the polls and ratable estates within said
City Five Hundred Twenty-Nine Thousand Eight Hun-
dred Fifty-Five Dollars and Five Cents ($529,855.05) to
defray the necessary expense of the City for the ensuing
year, which together with the sums which may be received
from fines, interest, taxes on Savings Bank deposits, rail-




Salaries of Board 4,200.00
Clerical Assistance 600.00















Printing and Stationery 1,500.00
Premium, Surety Bond ., 305.00
Mayor's Incidentals 100.00
Miscellaneous 800.00
Vital Statistics 500 00— 3,355.00
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Issued Payments Interest
Due 1929 Due 1929
DEBT
Street Paving 4s 1911
Refunding Sewer 1914
Refunding School 4s 1914
Street Paving 1917
School House 414s 1919
Fire Station 5s 1920
Street Paving 5s 1920
Bridge Approach 5s 1921
Paving and Improving 4%s 1923
Pub. Imp. & Equip. 4i^s 1924
Atlantic Hts. Sch. House 1924
Street and Sewer 4%s 1925
Pub. Imp. & Equip 4%s 1926




Salary of Board 700.00
Salary of Inspector of Plumbing 200.00
Salary of Sanitary Inspector 1,200.00
Salary of Public Health Nurse 1,200.00
Salary of Meat Inspector 400.00
Supplies, Materials and Incidentals 400.00
MUNICIPAL COURT
Salary of Justice 1,800.00
Salary of Clerk 600.00
Salary of Assistant Justice 100.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Salary of Commissioners 350.00
Salary of Marshall 2,400.00
Salary of Assistant Marshall 2,200.00
Salary of Night Watch 2,100.00
Payroll, Police Officers 28,105.00
Telephone 325.00
Premium, Surety Bonds 36.00
Sundries 450.00
Auto and Motorcycle Maintenance 700.00
Motor Officer (June, July, Aug. and Sept.) 841.00
Exchange of Motor Cycles 618.00
POOR DEPARTMENT
Salary of Overseer 700.00
Support of Poor 9,000.00
PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND PLACES





General Repairs and Alterations 1,500.00
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Salaries, Maintenance and Expense 6,000.00
















Payrolls for Street, Ashes, Snow, Sanding Side-
walks, repairing Paving and Garbage 32,000.00
Tree Work, Trimming, etc 1,500.00








Materials and Supplies 1,000.00
Tools and Equipment 1,000.00
Repairing Equipment 1,000.00








Labor and Materials 5,000.00
STABLE MAINTENANCE
Hay, Grain and Straw 2,500.00
Supplies 200.00
Shoeing and Repairing 500.00
Fuel Light and Power 200.00









Asphalt Plant Maintenance 200.00
1,750.00















General Office Expense 600.00
INSTRUCTION
Salaries of Teachers 145,850.00
Text Books 5,000.00
Pupils' Supplies 6,000.00
Other Expense of Instruction 2,000.00
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE












High School Lunch Equipment 1,000.00
3,000.00
FIXED CHARGES
Per Capita Tax 5,382.00
OUTLAYS


























Total Departmental Appropriations $512,963.25
LESS INCOME ESTIMATED
Fines 3,600.00
Interest on Deposits 4,000.00









Building and Loan Association 300.00
Automobile 21,000.00
73,500.00
Amount to be raised by Taxation for Municipal Purposes $439,463.25
56
OTHER AMOUNTS TO BE RAISED BY TAXATION.
County Tax 41,797.80
State Tax 1929* 48,594.00
TOTAL $529,855.05
(*Estimatecl, subject to revision when known.)





F. W. HARTFORD, Mayor.
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Portsmouth, N. H.
IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED
AND TWENTY-NINE.
A RESOLUTION MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO
MAINTAIN THE WATER WORKS FOR THE
YEAR 1929
RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Ports-
mouth, New Hampshire assembled as follows:
SECTION 1. To maintain the water works for the year
1929 the sum of Eighty-Nine Thousand Four Hundred
and Thirty-Seven Dollars and Fifty Cents (89,437.50) is
hereby appropriated.
Said sum shall be taken from the water rates and other
sources of income of said Water Works and used exclu-
sively for the purpose stated herein and no transfer there-
from shall be made except by resolution of City Council,
and no expenditures shall be made in excess of fund avail-








Materials and Supplies 4,000.00




Mains and Services Payrolls 13,000.00
Materials and Supplies 4,000.00
Auto Expense 700.00







Materials and Supplies 4,000.00
Alteration, New Wells 700.00






156,000 Water Rfg. 4s 1912 6,240.00
24,000 Water Rfg. 414s, 1925 977.50
8,000 Water Notes 4s, 1927 320.00
7,537.50
Bonds
24,000 Water iy^s, 1925 2,000.00
8,000 Water Notes 4s, 1927 4,000.00
6,000.00
SINKING Fund Requirement 6,000.00
19,537.50
TOTAL $89,437.50




F. W. HARTFORD, Mayor.
ELMER E. CLARK, City Clerk.
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Report of Water Department for 1928




We hereby submit the annual report of the Water De-
partment for the year 1928.
MAINS
Extended 1" Main, Sherburne Ave., a distance of 34 ft., at cost of
$25.24.
LEAKS AND REPAIRS TO SAME
Repaired 6" Main, Thornton at Stark Street at cost of $28.99.
Repaired 12" Main, Greenland Road, at cost of $60.26.
Repaired 1" Main, Kensington Road, at cost of $7.19.
Repaired 2" Main, Humphrey's St., at Marcy, at cost of $39.47.
Repaired 1" Main, Slierburne Ave., at cost of $14.78.
Repaired 12" Main, South Street, at cost of $65.04.
Repaired 8" Main, Little Harbor Rd., at cost of $17.68.
Repaired 2" Main, Friend St., at cost of $14.62.
Repaired 2" Main, South St., at Junkins Ave. at cost of $34.17
Repaired 25 leaks on 8" spiral main, Newcastle.
Repaired 12 leaks rear of Hotel Wentworth.
Repaired 9 leaks on Barrett Road.
Repaired 4 leaks at Fort Constitution, at cost of $331.20
Installed 2" gate valve South at Mt. Vernon St., at cost of $41.57
Replaced 4" gate valve McDonough at Dover St., at cost of $67.87
Renewed 2" Service main. Exchange Block, Pleasant St., at cost of
$92.73.
Covered 8" Main on Little Hbr. Rd., at cost of $16.56
SERVICES
New services installed cost to property owners. 33 in number using
1672 ft of %" pipe; 70 ft of 1" pipe; 12 ft of 2" pipe.
Services renewed sidewalk to cellar cost i:o proper owners. 46 in num-
ber using 670 ft of %" pipe, 91 ft of 1" pipe.
Services renewed main to sidewalk cost to city, 64 in number using
1043 ft of %" pipe, 40 ft of 2" pipe, 13 ft of 1" pipe.
Abandoned services disconnected at main, 15 in number at cost of
$156.88.
Inside services repaired, cost to property owners, 24 in number using
440 ft of %" pipe.
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All service boxes dug out and repaired as found necessary at cost of
$488.79.
Total amount of pipe used, 3825 ft of %" pipe, 174 ft of 1" pipe, 52 ft
of 2" pipe.
Curb shut-ofis replaced, 6 in number at cost of $67.23.
PEVERLY MAINS
4 leaks 6 leaks repaired on 10" main, Coakley's Field.
2 leaks repaired on 12" joints, Greenland Road.
2 leaks repaired on 10" spiral, Mf'thes Pasture.
2 leaks repaired on 10" spiral, Hcdgdon's Pasture.
7 leaks repaired on 12" joints, Greenland Road.
6 leaks repaired on Cancel line to Sherburne Station.
2 leaks repaired on 10" spiral, Hodgdon Pasture.
4 leaks repaired on 10" spiral, Hodgdon Pasture.
2 leaks repaired on 8" spiral, Cabot at State Sts.
2 leaks repaired on 10" spiral, Hodgdon Pasture.
4 leaks repaired on 8" spiral, Cabot at State Sts.
3 leaks repaired on 10" spiral, Hodgdon Pasture.
4 leaks repaired on 12" joints, Stockford Pasture.
2 leaks repaired on 12" joints, Greenland Road.
3 leaks repaired on 10" spiral, Hodgdon Pasture.
8 leaks repaired on 8" spiral, Austin at Summer Sts.
2 leaks repaired on 10" spiral, Hodgdon Pasture.
2 leaks repaired on 10" spiral, Mithes Pasture.
2 leaks repaired on 8" spiral, Cabot at Austin Sts.
Total cost of repairing $513.00.
HYDRANTS
New 6" Matthews hydrant installed Middle St., Greenland Road, cost
$165.21.
Replaced and repaired as follows:
Replaced and changed, 1 at Park St. and Lincoln Ave., cost $95.40.
Repaired leak on 1 at Vaughan St. and Maplewood Ave., cost $14.92.
Repaired leak on 1 at Green St., at S. S. Pierce Co., cost $11.75.
Repaired leak on 1 at Middle Road and Leavitt Ave., cost $3.94.
Repaired leak on 1 at Extension of Stark St., cost $11.77.
Changed, 1 at Middle St. and Porter St., cost $59.10.
Repaired valve on 1 at Pleasant St., at Gates St., cost $25.70.
Repaired leak on 1 at Islington St., at Cass St., cost $26.10.
Repaired leak on 1 at Concord Way at Kearsarge, cost $17.32.
Total cost $266.00.
Total of 244 hydrants painted 2 coats City Proper and Atlantic
Heights, at cost of $185.59.
All hydrants packed as found necessary at cost of $230.92.
Hydrant chains repaired at cost of $18.39.
Removal of snov.' from hydrants, at cost of $109.41.
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DOVER STREET RESERVOIR
2 Tell-tales made and lettered one each side, at cost of $20.25.
The inlet gate valve packed and repaired at cost of $13.60.
FENCES REBUILT
Fence at Well No. 2, Greenland Road, at cost of $148.34.
A new roadway and pasture fence made to Sherburne station at
Sherburne Farm, Islington street, to B. & M. R. R. at cost of $331.52.
Fence at Water Department office on Court St. repaired and painted
at cost of $74.40.
PUMPING STATION
Sherburne Station
Interior of Station painted at cost of $444.85.
Steam exhaust lines repaired at cost of $60.94.
Vacuum lines repiped, at cost of $38.25.
Boiler tubes cleaned on Boiler No. 1, at cost of $17.00.
Boiler tubes cleaned on Boiler No. 2 at cost of $36.75,
Connected all pump lines to new 12" main at cost of $1241.05,
Railing constructed around Laidlow pump, at cost of $114.06.
Fire boxes rebuilt on No. 2 Boiler, at cost of $39.54.
Brush cleaned and cut around station, at cost of $84.85,
Grass cut around station, at cost of $30.51.
Boilers Nos. 1 and 2 cleaned in past year, at cost of $212.50.
Safety valves removed, repaired and reset, at cost of $18.08.
A new steam coil replaced, at cost of $113.12.
Repairs made to Laidlow p'jmp, at cost of $101.06.
Steam line repaired, at cost of $22.52.
All pumps packed as found necessary, at cost of $382.56.
Haven Station
Trees removed at roadway, cost $31.47.
Fire boxes rebuilt No. 2 Boiler, cost $32.38.
Grounds graded. Station to roadway, cost $214.18.
Interior of station painted, cost $187.56.
Trelises made for brush surrounding station, cost $22.71.
Leaks repaired on 8" main to North well, cost $40.90.
Brush cut and trimmed around station, cost $71.36.
Cleaned Boiler No. 1, cost $12.75.
Fire boxes rebuilt No. 1 boiler, cost $54.86.
Peverly Brook Station
Trees cut out and brush trimmed around station, cost $100.31.
Shafting on 2nd pump repaired, cost $49.56.
Motor removed, repaired and reset, cost $368.43.
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Installed motor and highway system, cost $103.74.
Shafting on 2nd pump repaired, cost $15.07.
2" railing on dam repaired, cost $33.49.
Brush trimmed out in swamp, cost $16.93.
Coal hauled Sherburne station, 690 tons; Haven station, 200 tons;
Peverly Brook station, 7 tons; total 897 tons.
METERS
The meter department is in good shape.
New meters purchased: 75 %", 6 %", 4 1", 4 2", total 89.
Private meters sold, 6 %".
Meters removed, 420 in number.
Meters reset, 364 in number.
Installed on new service, 44.
Large size meters repaired on service, 12 in number.
Meters in stock at present time: 110 %", 6 %", 3 1", 1 1%", 2 2".
Outside meter boxes found broken and repaired, 19 at cost of $31.50.
Broken glasses reset, 52 at cost of $24.96.
Respectfully submitted
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS




Report of Highway Department for 1928




We hereby submit the Annual Report of the Highway
Division of The Board of Public Works for the Year 1928.
Maintenance and Repairs
STREETS
The usual amount of work consisting of grading, reshaping and
patching holes has been necessary and accomplished during the year.
ASHES
Ash collections were made daily except Sundays and Holidays, The
ash routes were in force as in the past and each route collected once
a week.
Ashes have been used for grading particularly on adjoining prop-
erty to facilitate drainage of Maplewood Avenue.
Two Model A.A. Ford Trucks were in use to replace the horse
drawn carts for this purpose. They will perform the same work
formerly done by four carts.
This work cost $9,905 due to increased collections and the fact that
there has been a man stationed at the dump to spread material.
REPAIR PAVING
The usuel amount of this class of work has been accomplished.
As usual, it was necessary to cut the pavements for repairs under it
and owing to the age of the pavement it has broken. All necessary
patching was done during the time the hot-top could be applied.
The cost of this work has been $2,244.64.
GARBAGE
As in the past the City garbage routes were collected once each
week and the garbage disposed of in the incinerator. The amount of
garbage collected amounted to approximately the same as in the past,
which is about 1,500,000 pounds. One employee has been at the incin-
erator every day to care for garbage collected by the city team and
also the garbage brought there by others. Cost for the year $3,070.00.
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SNOW
It has not been necessary to remove any great amount of snow
during the year as there was very little snow came between January 1,
1928 and the spring. Also we have had only slight storms during the
present fall and early winter.
All of the equipment, which includes the two tractors with plows,
two truck plows and sidewalk plows are in condition and ready for
use when necessary. This work cost $2,00.00 in 1928.
SANDING SIDEWALKS
During the year it has been necessary to accomplish only a small
amount of sanding, owing to the small amount of snow and ice.
TREE WORK
It has been necessary to remove several dead trees and trim out
the dead wood from many others and while much has been accomp-
lished with the funds available, there is much more necessary work
which should be done at an early date. This work was done during
the late winter months and early spring.
The removal of brown tail moths and the painting of gypsy moths
was done entirely by employees of the Board of Public Works under
the direction of the Superintendent during the first three weeks in
January at a cost of $180.00. A contract was executed with the Tree
Care and Shrub Company of Boston and Exeter, N. H., to spray the
trees, not only for the usual summer work but also during the winter
season, to prevent the work of the satin and tussock moths. The work
so far has been very satisfactory and there has not been a single com-
plaint since the summer spraying.
FOUNTAINS
The usual number of fountains and bubblers have been in use dur-
ing the year, except the fountain on Market Square, which was removed
during the early part of December. The fountain will undoubtedly
be erected at a new location in the near future. The fountain at
Little Harbor Road was damaged but necessary repairs were assured
by the Insurance Company for the person responsible for the damage.
ROADS
All the outlying roads, with the exception of the Banfield Road,
have been graded and widened from four to eight feet. The brush
has been cut on all the roads with the exception of the Banfield Road
and part of Myrtle Avenue.
Peverly Hill Road has had six hundred feet of gravel laid, and the
road was completely oiled.
Altho the new road machine drawn by the tractor has made possible
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considerable more work being done than in the past, much more could
have been done had the funds been available. This work cost $13,11.72
OILING ROADS
The principal gravel streets and roads in the city, including Atlantic
Heights, have been oiled. The oil was applied by contract with the
Standard Oil Company of New York. The digging, hauling and cov-
ering with sand was done by city employees. All work done under
the contract was done under the supervision of the Public Works Sup-
erintendent. The Independent Coal Tar Company, of Boston, Mass.,
also applied as per contract "Tarvia Compound" on Court Street,
Islington Street and Woodbury Avenue, under the supervision of the
Superintendent of the Board of Public Works, which was covered with
sand by the city employees.
The cost of this work was $5,945.00, not including scarifying.
BRIDGES
Most of the work done on bridges have been minor repairs, to plank-
ing, repairing rails and painting them. During the late summer, how-
ever, it was discovered that extensive repairs were necessary on Nobles
Island Bridge, particularly to the draw. In order that tracic should
be obstructed as little as possible, the bridge crew of the Boston &
Maine Railroad, with complete equipment, was employed and complete
permanent repairs accomplished in less than 48 hours at a cost of
about $750.00.
STREET IMPROVEMENTS
The section of the street formerly used for the electric car tracks
on Vaughan Street, Raynes Avenue, and Maplewood Avenue as far as
Cutts Street was graded and surfaced with hot-top to correspond with
the other portion of the Streets.
The entire width of Maplewood Avenue from the intersection of
Raynes Avenue, to a point a short distance beyond Cutts Street was
resurfaced. The surface was badly broken and rough. The work
cost $2,30.00.
Ladd Street, which had a gravel surface and became very poor dur-
ing wet weather, was scrapped down and surfaced with hot-top. A
sewer and two catch basins installed at a total cost of $1,000.00.
The hill on Junkins Avenue which becomes rough every spring due
to the winter frost, was dug up. A stone foundation installed and the
street resurfaced from the bridge to the intersection of Lincoln Avenue.
This work cost $2,140.00.
The narrow section of Vaughan Street between Maplewood Garage
and the corner of Hanover Street was widened four feet. The widen-
ing was made possible by making the sidewalk narrower. The remain-
ing sidewalk is now ample wide to accomodate pedestrians. The wid-
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ening of the street has made a great difference in the traffic which is
heavy through the street.
TRAFFIC LINES AND BEACONS
The traffic lines for pedestrians and motor vehicles were painted
and kept painted during the summer season.
The police traffic stands were repaired and painted at the beginning
of the year.
The various traffic signals were kept in operation during the year.
The signals at the intersection of Middle Street and Richards Ave., al-
so at the intersection of Lafayette Road and South Street were replaced
with new signals. The signals were damag-^d and replaced by Insur-
ance Companies and the parties who caused the damage.
SIDEWALKS
The usual amount of relaying small patches of brick sidewalk was
done and in some few instances complete stretches of sidewalk and curb
were relaid completely at the usual expense to the abutter's expense.
SEWERS
The care and maintenance of the Main sewers increase from year
to year.
The cost of this work including the relief of conditions in private
sewers has been about $4000.00
The property owners have also utilized the services of the employees
of the Board of Public Works in cleaning private sewers and relieving
flooded conditions in cellars for which the usual charge has been made
and billed to them.
In this connection only two main sewer trunk lines were extended,
that on South Street and the one on Marston Avenue to take care of
the increased demand in this section.
This work cost about $2000.00.
MOTOR EQUIPMENT
All the motor equipment of the city has been in almost constant use
since the beginning of the year.
The two White Trucks have been used for all the hauling of the
sand, loam, gravel and hot-top mixture. The 1926 White Truck has had
the engine completely overhauled and is ready for winter work. The
1927 White Truck has been used the entire season with no major re-
pairs.
The two tractors have been used to drag the new road machine to
clear the trees at the new gravel pit and very extensively in clearing
trees at the "Aviation Field." Both m.achines have been in nearly con-
stant use since early spring with little more than the usual necessary
repairs.
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The 1923 Ford used by the foreman has needed many repairs and is
practically beyond usefulness.
Late in December two new model A. A. Ford Trucks were purchased
to be used principally for the collection of rubbish and ashes. These
trucks will also be available for other work.
STATE ROAD
The condition of Lafayette Road was such that very extensive
patching was necessary not only cold patching in the spring but also
hot-topping later in the season.
The guard rails on Lafayette Road were repaired as usual during the
season of heavy traffic there being many accidents during the summer
season.
The expense to the City has been $5440.00.
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
It has been necessary during the year to perform the usual work on
the parks and playgrounds. Flowers were set out in the parks, re-
placed as necessary during the season, the grass cut and edges trimmed
as necessary. The plots at Atlantic Heights have been fertilized and
received considerable attention during the past year.
The baseball and football field at the playgrounds was covered with
loam and rolled as usual.
The tennis courts were kept in condition and marked as necessary.
The roof of the shelter house v/as reshingled under contract.
The grass was mowed in Langdon Park and around the edges of the
pond. ' : ,
At the Playgrounds from June 24th, to September 1st, inclusive, Mr.
G. William Randall was employed as supervisor of boys. Miss Mary Pike
as supervisor of girls with Miss Anna McLean as assistant. Mr. Philip
Duffy was supervisor of the children at the Pine Street Playgrounds.
All the supervisors showed a great interest in their work and accom-
plished good results.
WARD PARK
This plot of land has been made ready to receive finished grading.
The boulder has been set for the memorial tablet if there are available
funds, the work will be finished in the spring.
EXTRA LABOR FOR PARKS
The additional space created in Ward Park, the green plot in the in-
tersection of Marcy and South Streets and the plots at Atlantic Heights
require the services of another man for the proper care. It is urgently




A section of land near the Haven pumping station has been partially
cleared for use as a municipal airport. It was not possible to complete
the project with funds available. The work accomplished included cut-
ting down trees, pulling out roots, and cutting up the timber. Two
interesting farways, one fifteen hundred by four hundred feet, and one
two thousand feet by four hundred feet were completely cleared and a
big part of the remainder of the field has also been cleared so that
seventy-five per cent of the whole field is completely cleared of stand-
ing timber, roots, stumps, etc., but it has not been plowed or harrowed.
GRASS PLOT NEAR SOUTH MILL BRIDGE
The small triangular lot of land at the junction of Marcy and South
Streets was dug up, graded, and grass seed planted. Also a small ce-
ment wall was built around it and a wire fence installed. Heretofore,
there was a fountain in the center, but it became broken and very un-
sightly. This improvement adds greatly to the beauty of this spot.
REMOVAL OF CAR TRACKS
In accordance with agreement with the Boston & Maine Railroad,
the car rails used by the former Portsmouth Electric Railway has been
removed from Congress Street. The rails and ties were removed, the
stones placed back in positoin and filled in with cement. The stones




It has been possible to purchase a new road machine during the year.
The old machine had been in use in this department for a great many
years, and was worn out. The new machine is of latest type and great-
ly facilitates road work.
ROAD DRAG
A three way road drag has been purchased at a normal cut which
has materially aided in grading the outside.
Recommendations
STREET SIGNS
The matter of street signs is still considered an item of importance.
As previously stated, street signs are not as important to the inhabi-
tants of the city as to visitors who come here during he summer months.
Many of the streets have no signs while others need new signs.
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STOP SIGNS
In accordance with the customs of neighboring cities it is considered
a good idea to install "stop" signs on all side roads leading to our main
streets. During the summer months when traffic is heavy going through
the city, these signs would help to keep traffic moving.
SAGAMORE BRIDGE
As previously recommended, it is considered necessary to install a
hot-top surface on Sagamore Bridge. The surface would be the same
as the road siirface on each end and would preserve the planking.
NEW CASTLE BRIDGE
In accordance with the terms of the legislative act freeing the New
Castle Bridges, the cost of maintaining the first bridge and the por-
tion of the second bridge as far as the drawer is divided equally be-
tween the State of New Hampshire and this city. During the year 1927
these bridges were entirely rebuilt, including piling and the top. Now
that the bridges are in first class condition, it is recommended that the
surfaces be covered with hot-top paving to preserve them. Also the
gravel road between the bridge is the property of the city and is very
rough. The road is dug up each year and oiled but owing to the amount
of traffic, it is recommended that the road be paved.
BARN AT BOYNTON PARK
As stated in a previous report, the barn used in connection with the
house at Boynton Park needs repairing, and reshingling. The other
property on the island is now in good condition and it is recommended
that the barn be repaired also.
STREET SWEEPER
The purchase of an automatic street sweeper is urgently recommend-
ed. Under the present system, four men and a team are employed ev-
ery day sweeping and hauling away sweepings. The cost of a sweeper
would be approximately the cost of sweeping for one season, but a great
many more streets could be cleaned in the same amount of time.
STEAM ROLLER
The present road roller is in very poor condition and is practically
worn out. The estimated cost of repairs as given by the factory is
$2400.00. It is recommended that a new gasoline-operated roller be
purchased.
ASPHALT PLANT
The present asphalt plant which has been used many years is in
very poor condition. The plant was a used plant when purchased by the
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city. It is an important unit owing to the fact that so many streets are
surfaced with hot-top and need patching each year, the plant is in,
operation considerable. It has come to the stage where it is not econo-
mical to operate and it will undoubtedly be necessary to purchase many
new parts during the coming year. It is urgently recommended that
a new plant be purchased instead of making repairs to the present
plant.
INCINERATOR PLANT
The arch roof of the fire box at the incinerator plant is in the same
or worse condition than previously reported last year. It should be re-
built during the winter season and the concrete floor relaid.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
HARRY E. PHILBROOK, Clerk.
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Report of Meat Inspector for 1928
Hon. Mayor and Members of the City Council :
—





Report of Librarian for 1928
Report of the Librarian for the year ending December
31, 1928.
Volumes in the Library January 1, 1928 31,096
Volumes added by purchase 1057
Volumes added by gift 95
Volumes added by binding 27
1,179
32,275
Worn out or superseded volumes withdrav/n 624
Volumes in the Library January 1, 1928 31,651
New borrower3 registered 930
Magazines subscribed to 57
Magazines presented regularly 15
Cash on hand, Ja i. 1, 1928 $ 15.48
Receipts from fines 564.36
Receipts non-resident 70.25
$650.09
Expended for postage, books, supplies, extra help 403.38
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1928 $246.71
Presented by two friends 50.00
Volumes circulated for home use 93,350
Increase over 1927 5,163
Circulation by classes as follows:














Total Adult Non-Fiction 10,041
HANNAH G. FERNALD, Librarian
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Report of the City Marshal for 1928
Portsmouth, N. H., December 31, 1928




I have the honor to submit the following report for the
year ending at date, with amount of fines and costs
collected
:
NUMBER OF ARRESTS AND CAUSE OF ARRESTS
Adultery 2
Arrested for out of town of-
ficers 13
Assault 13





Idle and disorderly 1




Keeping cider for sale 1
Keeping malt liquor for sale 4
Keeping wine for sale 1
Larceny 6
Manslaughter, 2d degree ... 1
Assault, aggravated 6
Automobile offenses 309










Obtaining money under false
pretenses 10
Receiving stolen property ... 1
Safe keeping 31




Violating city ordinance 4
Violating game law 1
Poll tax, non-payment 1
Runaway boys 4





Violating School law 4
Store doors found open 140
Police Patrol 848
Value of stolen property recovered and returned to owners $3,500.00
Received of Bank Watch $500.00 500.00
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Amount paid out for incidentals 41.21
Amount paid City Treasuier, as per vouchers 458.79 500.00
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE H. DUCKER, City Marshal.
The within report of the City Marshal of the City of
Portsmouth, N. H., for the year ending December 31, 1928,
is hereby accepted and adopted as the report of the Police







Report of Superintendent of Fire Alarms and
Inspector of Wires and Poles for 1928
TO THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL.
Gentlemen
:
The Fire Alarm system at the present time is in good
working order and consists of approximately 26 miles of
outside lines, 40 street signal boxes (four being private)
and one Gamewell Transmitter box located at the Central
Fire Station for the purpose of sounding any box number
or special signals.
The operative equipment of the Fire Alarm system is
located in the central fire station and includes, one six cir-
cuit protector board, one six circuit switch board, one five
circuit automatic repeater, 190 cells of storage battery to-
gether with motor generator for charging battery, in addi-
tion to this there are 3 indicators, 2 bells, one automatic
tape recorder, one automatic lighting switch which turns
on the lights in the building with the first blow of the Fire
Alarm and automatically extinguishes same after three
minutes, also the street sirens for control of traffic are
operated from this station and controlled from a pull sig-
nal box and cord pull near driver's seat of engine one.
The outside or call men alarm consists of one eight inch
steam gong located on the plant of the New Hampshire
Gas & Electric Co., one six inch whistle on the power plant
of the Morley Button Manufacturing Co., one bell striker
on the North Church, and one bell striker on the South
Ward Room.
We have this year replaced two of the older type boxes,
with the latest type Gamewell Peerless Succession Positive
non-interfering type, now making a total of 14 of this later
type installed and I would recommend this program be
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carried out, changing a few each year until the balance of
same are replaced.
As previously stated in my report of 1927 I would
strongly recommend the purchase of another motor gen-
erator set for the charging of the storage battery at the
Central Station as in case of a break down with this set
this system will not operate over forty-eight hours.
I would also recommend the installation of several new
Fire Alarm boxes in sections of the city which at the pres-
ent time are not properly protected.
Respectfully submitted,
H. E. TRAFTON,
Supt. of Fire Alarm,
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Report of Fire Department for 1928
January 1, 1929.
TO THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL.
Gentlemen
:
The following is the Annual Report of the Fire Depart-
ment for year ending December 31, 1928.
Our total number of alarms were 143, as follows: Bell
alarms 26, still alarms 117 (this including 6 out of town
calls. North Kittery 1, Greenland 1, Newington 3, Wallis
Sands 1).
We have been very fortunate the past year with our
losses, considering we have answered more calls than any
previous year, excepting 1926, which was the largest year
in the history of the department, there being a total of 169
alarms. Our fire damage was cut down more than 50%






Our Fire Apparatus consists of three Triple Combina-
tions, 1 Ladder Truck, and 1 Combination Hose and Chem-
ical of the latest type and in perfect condition. Our sup-
ply of hose and other equipment are up to the standard.
In closing my report, I wish to thank his Honor the
Mayor and members of the City Council for the interest
they have manifested in the welfare of the Department,
also the Engineers, Officers, and members of the several
companies and Police Department, who, by their prompt-
ness in the discharge of their various duties have added
much to the efficiency of the Department, also the Boy
Scouts for their efficient work at brush fires.
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ROLL OF FIRE DEPARTMENT . ^
Chief, W. F. Woods
First Assistant, Herman C. Crompton
Second Assistant, John Downs
Permanent Men—George Cogan, Arthur Cox, Duncan
Cameron, Frank Amazeen, Willis Wallace, Clarence At-
well, Fred Crompton.
Combination No. 1—Captain, Francis Quinn; Lieuten-
ant and Clerk, Frank Amazeen ; George Moore, Frank Gil-
lespie, Arthur Weeks, John Weston, Thomas Wiggin.
Combination No. 2—Captain, William Drew; Lieuten-
ant, Ernest Ward; Clerk, George Currier; Bernard Her-
sey, Frank Dyer, Gardner Witham, James Scott, John
Tilton, J. H. Morrill, Perley Hersey, Willard Hersey, Wil-
liam Meehan.
Combination No. 3—Captain, H. B. Palfrey; Lieutenant,
J. H. Trefethen; Clerk, R. R. Palfrey; H. S. Critchley, G.
M. Miles, A. F. Haddock, C. 0. Johnson, W. H. Appleton,
Henry Walker.
Ladder Truck No. 1—Captain, George R. Brown; Lieu-
tenant, F. W. Amee; Clerk, E. C. Holmes; Ladder men,
C. E. Gentlemen, R. H. Anderson, C. W. Odiorne, T. R.
Downs, W. E. Goodrich, J. H. Wakefield, C. Driscoll, Wil-
liam Talpey.
Supply Wagon—John Bridle, Gay Trueman.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM F. WOODS,
Chief Portsmouth Fire Department.
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Report of City Solicitor for 1928




I beg to submit herewith, my report as City Solicitor for
the year 1928.
The cases against the City now pending in our Superior
Court are Portsmouth Gas Company vs City of Ports-
mouth and Thomas C. Flynn et als. vs. City of Ports-
mouth, the first being a petition for abatement of taxes
and the second a claim for damages arising from an al-
leged obstruction of the entrance to property.
With the exception of the above named two cases which
it was impossible to bring to a conclusion during the past
year all of the work of the office of City Solicitor has
been attended to. The spirit of service and co-operation
existant in the several departments of the city is marked
and I am convinced after my experience as City Solicitor
for the past two years that in this, as well as in most re-
spects, our City is unequalled by any other city of its size
in the country. Measured by the time required, and per-
haps in some other ways as well, the prosecuting of com-
plaints before the police court constitutes the most im-
portant duty that attaches to the office of City Solicitor.
One of the many problems calling for solution in this
country today is that of traffic regulation and it should
be a source of pride to every citizen of Portsmouth to
know that his City is known far and wide as a place con-
fronted with the task of taking care of a prodigious
amount of traffic which it does in an incredibly able man-
ner.
I have striven to conduct this office in the spirit which I
have said is so evident in the other departments and if I
have succeeded in doing so I shall feel satisfied that much





Report of City Physician for 1928
Portsmouth, N. H., Dec. 20, 1928.




The City Physician submits the following report for
the year 1928.
Number of City patients, 15.
Number of office calls of patients, 40.
Number of home calls of patients, 22.
Number of deaths, 2.
Number of patients at present, 2.
Of the two deaths, one was from cancer of liver, and one
from heart disease. (Edocanditis.)
E. E. JOHNSTON, M. D.
City Physician.
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Report of Board of Health for 1928
Portsmouth, N. H., Dec. 20, 1928.




The Chairman of the Board of Health submits the fol-
lowing report.
The health conditions of the city for the past year has
been excellent. There has been no epidemics of any kind,
although scarlet fever and measles were slightly above
normal.
The board has made numerous inspections following
complaints from residents and with one exception found
conditions to be misrepresented. The state officers were
here all at one time to investigate complaints sent to them,
and found conditions to be misrepresented.







City of Portsmouth, N« H.
For the Year Ending December 3 1
1928
At the regular Meeting of the Board of Instruction held
January 8,1929, the annual reports of the Secretary of the
Board of Instruction and the Superintendent of Schools
were presented, accepted by the Board, and ordered trans-
mitted to the City Council as the report of the Board.
HARRY L. MOORE, Secretary.
Central Office, School Department
CITY HALL, DANIELS STREET
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Harry L. Moore 157 Richards Ave.
Office Hours—School Days, 8 to 9 and 4 to 5. Saturdays 9 to 12
CLERK
Alice M. Chase 24 Friend Street
STENOGRAPHER
Anna E. Clair 235 Cate Street
Office Hours: School Days, 8 to 12 and 1.30 to 5 Saturdays, 9 to 12
TRUANT OFFICER
Richard D. McDonough 547 State Street
Office Hours: School Days, 9 to 9.30 and 2 to 2.30.
CALENDAR
Terms—September 10 to December 21, 1928.
January 2 to February 15, 1929.
February 25 to April 19, 1929.
April 29 to June 20, 1929.
Holidays, October 12, November 29 and 30, 1928, May 30, 1929.
Institutes—State Convention at Concord, October 19, 1928.
County Institute at Exeter, May, 1929.
SCHOOL SESSIONS
Kindergarten: 9 to 12.
Grade I: 9 to 11 and 1.30 to 3.30.
Grades II to VI: 9 to 12 and 1.30 to 3.30.
Junior High School, Grades VII and VIII: 9 to 12 and 1.30 to 3.30.
High School: 8.15 to 1.
SCHOOL SIGNALS
When the signal 2-2-2-2 sounds at 7.10 A. M. there will be no morning
session for all schools. When the signal sounds at 7.50 A. M. there will be
no morning session for kindergarten to sixth grade inclusive; the high
schools will be in session but absence will not be counted against perfect
attendance. When the signal sounds at 12.45 there will be no afternoon
session for all schools.
ORGANIZATION OF BOARD OF INSTRUCTION
1928
133 Miller Avenue, Chairman,












MAYOR, FERNANDO W. HARTFORD,
Ex-officio.
ALFRED GOODING, 40 Court St.
PEARL S. GRAY, 443 Lincoln Ave.
WILLIAM S. JONES, 134 Pleasant St.
JOHN L. MITCHELL, 33 Pleasant St.
IRA A. NEWICK, 250 Hiighland St.
HARRY W. PEYSER, 259 Miller Ave.
EDWARD SEYBOLT, 70 Highland St.
LUCIUS H. THAYER, 644 State St.
HENRY B. TILTON, 1229 South St.
JOHN W. TONER, 506 Middle St.
GLADYS A. WARREN, 50 Willard Ave.
MARY I. WOOD, 845 South St.
Secretary and Superintendent of Schools,
HARRY L. MOORE 157 Richards Ave.
Board Meetings: Regular Meetings are held in City Hall, at 7.30 P. M.,
on the second Tuesday of each month, except August.
Committees
Committee on High Schools—Thayer, Wood, Peyser, Seybolt.
Committee on Elementary Schools—Newick, Gray, Jones, Toner.
Committee on Training School and Educational Materials—Gooding,
Mitchell, Warren, Tilton.
Committee on Schoolhouses—Seybolt, Tilton, Jones.
Committee on Finance—The Mayor, Thayer, Newick, Gooding, Seybolt.
ORGANIZATION OF BOARD OF INSTRUCTION
1929
Term expires January, 1931
MAYOR, FERNANDO Vv . HARTFORD. 133 Miller Avenue, Chairman.
Ex-officio.
ALFRED GOODING, 40 Court St.
PEARL S. GRAY, 443 Lincoln Ave.
WILLIAM S. JONES, 134 Pleasant St.
JOHN L. MITCHELL, 33 Pleasant St.
IRA A. NEWICK, 250 Highland St.
HARRY W. PEYSER, 259 Miller Ave.
EDWARD SEYBOLT, 70 Highland St.
LUCIUS H. THAYER, 644 State St.
HENRY B. TILTON, 1229 South St.
JOHN W. TONER, 506 Middle St.
GLADYS A. WARREN, 50 Willard Ave.
MARY I. WOOD, 845 South Sc.
Secretary did Superintendent of Schools,
HARRY L. MOORE 157 Richards Ave.
Board Meetings: Regular Meetings are heM m City Hall, at 7.30 P. M,.
on the second Tuesday of each month, except August.
Committees
Committee on High Schools—Thayer, Wood, Peyser. Seybolt.
Committe on Elementary Schools—Newick, Gray, Jones, Toner.
Committee on Training School and Educational Materials—Gooding.
Mitchell, Warren, Tilton.
Committee on Schoolhouses—Seybolt, Tilton, Jones.
Committee on Finance—The Mayw, Thayer, Newick, Gooding, Seybolt.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY
To the Board of Instruction :
I herewith submit to you the annual report of the Secre-
tary of the Board of Instruction for the City fiscal year
ending- December 31, 1928. Our cost per pupil for this
period was $78.89 an increase of $7.09 over the preceding
year. The average for the State of New Hampshire is
$88.92. We are $10.03 per pupil or 11'; below the State
average.
Following are the items of revenue and expenditures to-
gether with corresponding items for the year 1927.
REVENUE
1927 1928
Appropriation and Credits $174,544.71 $189,202.48
High School Tuition 5,942.76 6,105.26
Dog Licenses 831.06 920.82




Supervision (Excess) 2,500.00 2,500.00
Clerks 1,350.00 1,977.32
Attendance Officer 700.00 700.00
General Office Expenses 660.71 330.59
5,210.71 5,507.91
Instruction
Salaries of Teachers 134,068.72 143,249.59
Text Books 4,208.31 4,834.74
Pupils' Supplies 4,117.58 5,182.63
Other Expenses of Instruction 1,940.32 2,209.52
144,334.93 155,476.48
Operation and Maintenance




Janitors' Supplies 651.01 856.00



























A LIFETIME OF SERVICE
A distinct loss fell to the schools in June through the
resignation of Miss Emma J. W. Magraw from the high
school staff. For a period of over fifty-four continuous
years Miss Magraw served the city and its schools, first as
teacher, then as librarian. Near the close of the school year
her long considered decision to retire prevailed and her
resignation was reluctantly accepted. Miss Magraw grad-
uated from the Portsmouth High School in the class of
1873, and was connected with the school from January
1874 to June 1928. Such a long and continuous service is
remarkable in this country and deserves special recogni-
tion and approval.
CENTRAL OFFICE
The clerical demands placed upon the School Depart-
ment Office have multiplied greatly in the past ten years.
To meet these demands the Superintendent has been forced
to spend more and more time on mere routine duties, time
that rightly belonged to school supervision and the larger
affairs of the office. The Board has recognized this situa-
tion and at the opening of school in September an addi-
tional clerk was appointed on full time. The immediate
result has been a 50 '^ increase in time the Superintendent
has spent in the class room ; the ultimate result should be a
general improvement and coordination of the numerous
departments of the system.
GRADUATE WORK
The following twelve teachers were in attendance at
summer school for the full six weeks' term during the
summer of 1928
:
At New Hampshire University—Florence H. Hewitt,
Eugene F. Johnson, Elizabeth R. King, Dorothy L. Odell,
Marion G. Sanders, Louise Tobey, High School.
At Columbia University—Ula M. Baker, E. Bliss Mar-
riner, Clarence C. Sanborn, High School.
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At Harvard University—Raymond I. Beal, Whipple
School.
At Boston University—Kathryn E. Riley, Haven School.
At Bates College—Jessie C. Doty, Haven School.
No class in graduate work was conducted in Portsmouth
the past year. The selection of a course satisfactory to at
least forty teachers, the minimum number required, is be-
coming increasingly difficult, and I am suggesting that
hereafter no local course be undertaken until some finan-
cial inducement becomes a part of Portsmouth's salary
plan. In common with other cities Portsmouth will some
day grant salary increment for professional study and I




Credits for professional increment may be secured only
by summer school work in approved institutions, or by
such local courses as may be conducted by these institu-
tions. Increments may be voted by the Board amounting to
$150 for 180 college hours of professional study approved
by the Superintendent. This sum may be divided into units
of $75 for 90 college hours, $50 for 60 college hours, or $25
for 30 college hours. Not more than $75 shall be granted
in any one year, nor except as below shall the total salary
exceed the basal maximum.
A credit maximum increase will be open to all teachers
who have received the maximum salary for a period of at
least three years. This increase beyond the basal maximum
is not to be added until after the seventh year of teaching.
TRAINING SCHOOL
The City Training School is serving a double purpose. It
is training a small number of prospective teachers each
year and acting as a department of professional research
for all the schools of the city. The number of students ac-
cepted has been limited and the expense of operation main-
tained on a level with our other elementary schools. Its in-
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fluence has benefited the city for many years and still con-
tinues as a professional inspiration to the entire teaching
staff.
TRANSPORTATION
Three routes are being maintained this year for the
transportation of children living in excess of two miles
from their schools.
Route No. 1 carrying 7 pupils extends from the corner
of Lafayette and Ocean Roads to the Whipple School.
Route No. 2 carrying 7 pupils starts from the so-called
Metrick place over Ocean Road to the Lafayette Road
School.
Route No. 3 of 1 pupil extends from the so-called Mace
place on Elwyn Road to the Lafayette Road School.
A NEW HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM
The time has come I believe for the introduction of a
nev^ curriculum at the high school to be added to the four
already in operation. We are equipped with neither room
nor teaching staff for taking such a step, yet the need is
imperative in order to relieve the pressure in other de-
partments, and I recommend that the beginning of the so-
called Scientific Curriculum be undertaken in September.
This curriculum prepares for all colleges admitting stud-
ents without Latin and leads to the B. S. degree. Follow-













Solid Geometry and Advanced
Algebra
Physics




U. S. Constitutional History
Chemistry




BEYOND THE HIGH SCHOOL
Colleges and other post-secondary institutions are now
requiring for admission much more than satisfactory
scholastic rating. The pupil's scores in standardized tests
received in high school, his relative scholastic position to
other members of his class, and the school's estimate of
his personal qualities, are all considered in determining
his qualifications for entrance.
The following items are those of the University of New
Hampshire and differ but little from those of other
institutions
:






Standards are becoming higher each year. Private pre-
paratory schools with small classes, ample material and
a twenty-four hour control must devote their entire ener-
gy to meeting these various requirements in four years
time. The public high school with its numerous other
demands than college preparation, with large classes and
little control of the study habits of its pupils, does well
if its better graduates succeed in entering and survive the
first year's college adjustments.
MUSIC
The principle of granting high school credit for music
studied with approved instructors outside the school has
become widely accepted. Such credit is being given in
Portsmouth this year. But as yet no credit is given for
music done within the school. To make this possible an
organized course in instrumentation or music apprecia-
tion, or both, should be offered, optional to those of
artistic taste. The wide use of instruments, the victrola
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and the radio are at hand, and I look forward to the time
soon when additional instructors and equipment will per-
mit the introduction of a real credit course in music.
ATHLETICS
I am convinced that if high school athletic contests are
to be successfully conducted in competition with high
schools of our size and class there must be a more gener-
ous support. Without gymnasium privileges such as other
schools enjoy our students are handicapped in training,
and funds necessary to meet bare expenses are often
wanting. The management of the athletic program should
be highly commended for its conduct of affairs this past
year, yet the source of revenue is so limited that the long
standing debt still continues. In general I wish to make
two recommendations that I am sure would clear the debt
and in another year provide adequate working funds.First
that the city pay for the expense of hall rent for the bas-
ketball season. This would be the city's contribution in
place of a school gymnasium.5eco/irf, that a fee of per-
haps $1.00 be collected from each member of the high
school, this fee to entitle the member to admission to all
home games of the year. This would be the students' part
in support of their athletic program.
TRUST FUNDS
LEFT FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS
Several generous and far-sighted persons in years past
have left sums of money in trust, the income of which to
be used for the furthering of specific educational pur-
poses. It is of interest to note these funds as they exist
today, with the year of foundation, principal, and ap-
proximate annual income.
Horace A. Haven Fund (1834) §1200
"Interest to be used in furnishing to the high school com-
mittee medals for award at the annual exhibition each
year."
Approximate annual income $70
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Frank Jones Fund (1868) $500
Martha A. Demerritt Fund (1885) 500
Lewis A. Drake Fund (1908) 500
Income to be used for the purchase of books for the high
school library.
Approximate annual income $60
Annie Fields Fund (1917) $5000
To which was added in 1928
Mary Clark Fund (1834) 100
Christopher S. Toppan Fund (1853) 300
"Income to be used for scholarship for the purpose of ad-
vancing the higher education of really promising pupils
who could not otherwise afford to continue their studies."
Approximate annual income $250
T. A. Harris Fund (1925) $10,000
"Income to be used for the Industrial Training Depart-
ment of the high school of this city."
Approximate annual income $425
HIGH SCHOOL BONDS
The present outstanding indebtedness for school build-
ing purposes is included in the three following bond is-
sues. These bonds are being reduced by annual payments
of $12,500. At this rate the entire school department
indebtedness should be cancelled in between five and six
years.
Paid
Issued Due Outstanding 1928
Refunding School 4s 1914 Nov. 1 28-34 $21,000 $3,000
School House 4i.s 1919 Oct. 1 28-30 22,500 7,500
Atlantic Heights School 414s ..1924 Nov. 1 28-44 24,000 2,000
STATE RETIREMENT BILL
The State Teachers' Association is presenting to the
1929 Legislation a bill for Teachers' Retirement, provid-
ing for optional participation by the payment of a speci-
fied amount each year to which the State adds an equal
amount, the whole to be available with interest at the time
of the teacher's retirement from active service. The provi-
sions of the bill are not ideal and fail to benefit older
teachers soon ready to retire, yet it seems to be as desira-
ble as any such plan can be made under the present State
Constitution. It should be noted that a Teachers' Retire-
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Tnent or Pension System is in operation in all northern
states east of the Mississippi River except New Hamp-
shire. In case the bill fails of passage, I suggest again
Portsmouth's obligation to its older teachers in the adop-
tion of a local plan similar to those now in effect in Man-
chester, Nashua, and Concord.
IN CONCLUSION
The work of this year is progressing steadily. We are
attempting to give to the children of Portsmouth the best
possible with the facilities the city is providing. Oui
buildings are being maintained in good condition; our
books and equipment are improving; the morale of our
staff is high. Our present need is more classroom with





REPORT OF THE HEADMASTER
December 31, 1928




I herewith submit my annual report as Headmaster of
the Portsmouth High School.
The High School is no longer looked upon as an insti-
tution whose chief purpose is to prepare a select group
for college, but rather it is a democratic institution sup-
ported by public taxation, and maintained to meet the
needs of all pupils.
In the Portsmouth High School our registration is
evenly divided between the departments; one third are
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taking the Classical Course, intended primarily to pre-
pare for college entrance, one third are pursuing the
Commercial Course, which is definitely designed to pre-
pare pupils for office employment, and other forms of
clerical occupation, and one third are in the Mechanic
and Domestic Arts Courses.
With the greater diversity of courses offered, the pro-
blem of educational guidance becomes more acute. In
both the Junior and Senior High Schools there is a grow-
ing need of personal help and guidance. To be done suc-
cessfully, this requires a knowledge of the home condi-
tions, the natural interests of the pupil, the native ability,
the scholastic standing and achievements, and an actual
keeping of case records to eventually show the value of
this work. Much time should be given to personal inter-
views if guidance is to be carried on in a thorough man-
ner. Under the crowded conditions in the High School
building at the present time, there is hardly a place
where conferences between teachers and pupils can be
held without interruption. Until more teachers are added
to our staff, and adequate room for interviews is avail-
able, the situation cannot be met satisfactorily.
The outstanding need at the High School is more room.
Many of the present problems of the High School hinge
upon the crowded conditions. There is no opportunity for
study except in rooms where class recitations are being
conducted. Many of the class divisions are too large, but
cannot be reduced in size, due to the lack of rooms to
which more divisions could be assigned. Our pupil-load
per teacher is in excess of the average for the state, which
means we need more teachers, but the teaching staff can-
not be increased to any extent until more rooms are avail-
able. At school assemblies over one hundred of the pupils
have to stand in the aisles, as the seating capacity of the
hall will not accommodate our student body.
Outside of the routine classroom work, students parti-
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cipate in the following activities:
Football Hockey French Club
Basketball Orchestra Steno Club
Baseball Band Math Club
Track Girls Glee Club Domestic Arts Club
Mechanic Arts Club
Publication of the School Paper
Production of Class Plays
This year the total registration to date is 737. Of this










The actual membership today is 700, including 87 non-
resident pupils. The enrollment by classes appears in the
following table:
Boys Girls Total
Post Graduates 2 1 3
Seniors 73 85 158
Juniors 99 65 164
Sophomores 86 96 182
Freshmen 96 97 193
356 344 700
The following table shows that of last year's graduat-
ing class of 126 members, 58 are attending these institu-
tions of learning:
CLASS OF 1928 CONTINUING EDUCATION
Aurora College Bowdoin College
Cleary, Martha McLachlan, Malcolm
Boston university B-det^' 5«»«p^^e,,
McKenna, Edith Children's Hospital







































U. S. Navy Aviation School
Eaton, Donald































Rev. Elisha M. Lake
Singing, "Afloat at Dusk" Leonard Barnes
High School Chorus
Presentation of Class Gifts
Walker R. Goodrich
Acceptance,
Rev. Lucius H. Thayer
(For the High School Committee)
Singing, "Song of Farewell" Richard Kountz
(From the Cantata "Caravan")
High School Chorus
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Presentation of Haven Medals
Address
Mr. Harry W. Peyser
(For the High School Committee)
Dr. Daniel L. Marsh
President of Boston University
Conferring of Diplomas




By the Class of 1928
To the printing department, $100.00
To scenery fund, $75.00
To athletic association, $50.00








































































































































Presented June 21, 1928
General excellence for the first two years—Virginia
Winn Hewitt, Terrence John Rafferty,
Excellence in mathematics for three years—Margaret
Edna Kelley, Leland Connell Sanborn.
General excellence for the last two years, excellence in
English for four years, excellence in Latin for four years,
excellence in History for two years—Mildred Isabel Adell
Excellence in Latin for four years—Gertrude Margaret
Herlihy.
Excellence in French for three years—Rosamond Helen
Thorner,
Excellence in Science for two years—Gordon Lorenzo
Moore.
HONORABLE MENTION FOR THE YEAR
1927-1928
General excellence for the first two years—James
Freeman, Dorothy Hubbard.
General excellence for the last two years—Carolyn
Smith.
Excellence in mathematics for three years—Dorothy
Josselyn, Elizabeth Newick, Margaret Durgin, Arthur
Barrett.
Excellence in English for four years—Lillian Feldman
Excellence in Latin for four years—Gertrude Herlihy,
Lillian Feldman.
Excellence in French for three years—Gertrude Herli-
hy, Carolyn Smith, Mildred Adell, Doris Moulton, Sayra
Levine, Emily White, Dora Winer, Lillian Feldman, Mal-
colm MacLachlan.
Excellence in History for two years—Emily White,
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Charles Oxford, Preston Rolfe, Carolyn Burpee, Gertrude
Herlihy, Lillian Feldman.
For the first time in fifty-four years, the work of the
High School started this year without the presence of
Miss Emma J. W. Magraw on our teaching staff.
Never before has anyone in Portsmouth given such a
full measure of service to the young people of our public
schools. We are sorry to lose Miss Magraw from our
school family. In leaving, she can go with the assurance
that her former pupils and fellow teachers are glad it
was their privilege to have been associated with such a
loyal and unselfish teacher.
The closing paragraph of this report like the first, is
used to stress the need of more room. We feel that we
have been "getting by" in cramped quarters long enough.
The high school pupils of Portsmouth are entitled to as
good facilities and opportunities as the pupils in other








Graduation Exercises High School Hall, Monday Evening,
June 18, 1928, Eight O'clock
Program
Music, Selected Orchestra
Invocation Rev. Lucius H. Thayer
"The Teacher I Hope To Be" Ella Luzern Farrington
"Glimpses Of An Ideal School"
Margaret Agnes Buckley
Music, Selected Orchestra
"The Teacher, Her Opportunities And Rewards"
Celia Karsh
Music, Selected Orchestra
Address Mr. Harlan M. Bisbee
Assistant Professor of Education, University of New Hampshire
Presc-ntation of Diplomas Mrs. Gladys C. Warren
For The Training School Committee
Music, Selected Orchestra
Graduates Titles Of Essays
Margaret Agnes Buckley Glimpses Of An Ideal School
Clarice Isahell Cole Responsibilities Of A Teacher
Ella Luzern Parrington The Teacher I Hope To Be
Celia Karsh The Teacher, Her Responsibilities
And Rewards
Evelyn Florence Staples ^he Value Of Nature Study





Classes Teachers No. in Class
English
Beginners Fannie Chapman 15
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Intermediate Avis Varrell 9
Advanced Elizabeth McDonough 14
Chemistry E. Bliss Marriner 17
Typewriting Mildred Lydston 42
Mechanical Drawing Francis Malloy 19









Per cent of Attendance 79
Age of oldest (men) ; 67
Age of oldest (women) 47
Age of youngest (men) 16
Age of youngest (women) 15
Number under 21 years 56
Number over 21 years 60




REPORT OF THE SCHOOL SAVINGS BANK
DECEMBER 31, 1928.
Enrolment of Schools Participating 1628
Number Pupils Participating 918
Per cent Participating 56
Average Annual Deposit per Pupil $6.52
Financial Statement.
Amount on hand January 1, 1928 $4,529.41
Total Deposits January 1-December 31, 1928 3,688.20
$8,217.61
Total Withdrawals January 1-December 31, 1928 2,418.50
Balance of Deposits, December 31, 1928 $5,799.11
Interest Credited January 1-December 31, 1928 186.85
Amount on hand January 1, 1929 $5,985.96
This amount is on deposit at 4% in the following local
banks
:
First National Bank, Savings Department.
Piscataqua Savings Bank.
Portsmouth Trust & Guarantee Company.
Portsmouth Savings Bank.




REPORT OF HEALTH NURSE FOR YEAR 1927-1928
Number Pupils Pupils Number
of pupils reported receiving defects
affected to parents treatment corrected
Underweight (10%) 125 72 18 18
Defective Vision 42 42 12 12
Defective Hearing 34 34 10 4
Nervous Condition 21 18 10 4
Cardiac Disease 8 8 6 3
Pulmonary Disease 18 18 18 4
Deformity 10 10 10 10
Defective teeth 102 102 73 73
Defective Breathing 13 13 13
Diseased Tonsils 116 112 .
.
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Tests and Immunizations Treated since
Last report Total
Small pox vaccination 151 151
Diphtheria toxin-antitoxin 14 14
Schick Test positive
Schick Test negative
Report of Special Work










GENERAL STATISTICS FOR SCHOOL YEAR
1927-1928
Number of children between the Ages of Five and Sixteen in the
City, October 1, 1928 according to the Census 2685
Boys 1311
Girls 1374
Whole Number of different pupils registered during the year 2861
Whole number of different pupils registered, not previously regis-
tered in any school, in the State during the school year 2815
Boys 1380
Girls 1435
Number under five years of age 46
Number between five and eight 668
Number between eight and fourteen 1170
Number between fourteen and sixteen 475
Number between sixteen and twenty-one 395
Number over twenty-one 61
Average Membership i 2476
Average daily attendance 2333
Average daily absence 143
Percentage of daily attendance 94
Number of tardinesses 1951
Number of pupils not absent or tardy 249
Number of pupils, non-residents in High School 110
Length of school year in days, High 180, Elementary 179%
Number of visits of Superintendent 496
Number of visits by members of the Board 67
Number of visits by citizens 2604
28
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The following table shows the September census, total
enrollment, average membership and average attendance
of the schools as given in the annual reports published
from 1900 to 1927, and also the same data for the fall
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Members of the Class of 1928 whose average rating for
the entire four years entitles them to a position in the Up-
per Quarter of the class.





Archibald, Kenneth Mechanic Arts
Bradbard, Dora Commercial
Bradbard, Samuel Mechanic Arts
Burpee, Carolyn Commercial
Clark, Clifford Mechanic Arts

















Pearson, Charles Mechanic Arts
Rolfe, Preston Mechanic Arts
Smith, Carolyn Academic
Thorner, Rosamond Commercial






The class graduated 126 members. Of these:
43 were registered in the Academic Department.
35 were registered in the Commercial Department.
38 were registered in the Mechanic Arts Department.
10 were registered in the Domestic Arts Department.
Of the 32 graduates named above in the Upper Quarter
of the class
:
11 or 34% were registered in the Academic Dept.
13 or 41% were registered in the Commercial Dept.
8 or 25% were registered in the Mechanic Arts Dept.
or 0% were registered in the Domestic Arts Dept.
CHANGES IN THE TEACHING STAFF
Resignations
High—January, Helen G. Booth. June, Emma J. W.
Magraw, James G. Reed, Marie Merrill, A. Ruth Trefe-
then, William Bettencourt, E. Alice Melendy. August,
Gladys H. Bean.
Whipple—March, Helen R. Gow. July, Dorothy W.
Ellis.
Farragut—July, Gladys B. Davis
Haven—January, Elsie H. Hannon. August, M. Anna
Rand.
Lafayette—August, Charlotte B. Taylor. November,
Winnie deR. Pinkham.
Appointments
High—January, Frances M. DeLoid. February, Eugene
F. Johnson. September, Ethel A. Childs, Sadie M. Grif-
fiths, Bernice M. Hill, Ralph A. Lizio, Gertrude E. Maer-
tins, Francis T. Malloy, John L. Phelps.
Whipple—September, Lorita A. Home, Mildred E.
Kimball, Lucian A. Lerandeau.
Farragut—September, Angeline A. Raino.
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Haven—January, Kathryn M. Butler. September, M.
Berneice Tooker.
Lafayette—December, Elsie B. Dixon.
Transfer (September)
Winnie deR. Pinkham, Farragut to Lafayette.
Leave of Absence
Whipple—Cleon E. Heald, one year. Edith J. Mospan,
(New Franklin VII) Fall term.
Admitted to the Training School
September—Mildred Bowker, Dora Bradbard, Velma
A. Bray, Anna M. Brooks, Sadie A. Brooks, Carolyn M.
Burpee, Mazie B. Lewis, Anne Zeldman.
36










































































Dover Bus. College 1920
Wellesley College 1920
Mt. Holyoke Col. 1920
Thomaston.Me. Hg. 1920
Trinity College 1921
N. H. University 1922
Nasson Institute 1922
Bates College 1924




N. H. University 1927
N. H. University 1927
Salem Normal 1927
Smith College 1928
























N. H. University 1928
N. H. University 1928











N. H. University 1926
Salem Normal 1926














































































































Gorham, Me. Nor. 1925
Martha Farrington
A. Pearl Hoitt
Elizabeth E.McDonough 549 State St.
Bertha A. Colburn 426 Middle St
198 Dennett St.
33 Islington St.
276 Woodbury Ave. Portsmouth Trn.
224 Austin St. Portsmouth Trn.
487 State St. Portsmouth Trn.
22 Humphreys St. Portsmouth Trn.
170 Cass St. Portsmouth Trn.
104 Thornton St. Portsmouth Trn.
Dover, N. H. Dover High Sch.
CABOT STREET SCHOOL
158 Cabot St. Portsmouth Trn.















Ethel K Rhodes 53 Saratoga Way Plymouth Normal 1925
Frances A. Chase 159 Austin St. Plymouth
Normal 1927
Veronica A. Horan 152 Court St. Portsmouth Trn.
1926
Mary L Leary 51 Cottage St. Portsmouth Trn.
1924
Alice E. Lonergan 287 Dennett St. Portsmouth
Trn. 1925
Eleanor Alkon 58 Middle Rd. Miss Smith's
Kdr 1924
WOODBURY SCHOOL
Carolyn M. Furber 1723 Woodbury Ave. Portsmouuth Trn. 1926
PLAINS SCHOOL
Gertrude H. Corey 33 Aldrich Rd. Portsmouth Trn. 1907
LAFAYETTE ROAD SCHOOL
Josie R. Rand Lafayette Rd. Portsmouth Trn. 1902
DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
Ernest P. Bilbruck 895 State St. New York Uni. 1917
DIRECTOR OF DRAWING
Marion A. Costello 74 Austin St. Mass.School of Art 1927
DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Ralph D. Brackett 1412 South St. N. H. University 1925
TRAINING SCHOOL
Senior Class
Frances M. Anderson 220 Kearsarge St.
Margaret E. Brown North Hampton, N. H.
Clarice E. Martineau 85 Woodbury Ave.
Mabelle F. Moore 335 Maplewood Ave.
Muriel E. Morrow Kittery, Maine
Eleanor T. Randall 55 Jefferson St.
Irma L. Rintz 45 Pleasant St.
Winifred M. Twohig 50 Saratoga Way
Junior Class
Mildred Bowker Kittery, Maine
Dora Bradbard 64 Cabot St.
Velma A. Bray Kittery Point, Maine
Anna M. Brooks Kittery Point, Maine
Sadie A. Brooks Kittery Point, Maine
Carolyn M. Burpee Rye, N. H.
Mazie B. Lewis 34 Linden St.
Anne Zeldman 148 Manning St.
39
Arthur W. Blaisdell
Frank Williams
Fred C. Horner
John T. Dow
Fred F. Parsons
Allyne G. Yeaton
Walter G. Atkinson
Elmer E. Yeaton
Fred Furber
James O. Wood
JANITORS
High School
Whipple School
Farragut School
Haven School
Lafayette School
New Franklin School
Cabot Street School
Atlantic Hghts. School
Woodbury School
Plains School
48 Langdon St.
454 Lincoln Ave.
250 Hanover St.
406 Pleasant St.
113 Sagamore Ave.
69 Dennett St.
287 Austin St.
104 Raleigh Way
1723 Woodbury Ave.
Swett Ave.
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